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Abstract 

We calculate two-body effective interactions starting from a free nucleon

nucleon interaction and apply these interactions in shell-model calculations for 

no-core model spaces where all particles of the nucleus are active. The spurious 

center-of-mass motion is explicitly removed from the Hamiltonian. The role of the 

kinetic-energy operator is examined for 160 and 170. Convergence properties of 

no-core model spaces are shown for "He and 180. The starting-energy dependence 

is removed by employing the effective Hamiltonian approach of Lee and Suzuki, 

and the results are applied to the deuteron. Different single-part~cle wavefunctions 

are applied to formfactor calculations for 110 in the extreme single-particle model 

and the results for high-momentum transfer are compared with the experimental 

data. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

Nuclei are systems of many protons and neutrons held together by the 

nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction. Two major problems occur in studies and de

scriptions of nuclei: First, the nucleus is a complicated many-body system so that 

one must employ techniques of many-particle quantum mechanics in order to study 

it. Secondly, the exact nature of the NN interaction is not known. 

The principal microscopic formalism of nuclear structure is the shell model, 

which is a mathematical theory of a system of fermions moving in a mean field. 

The name "shell model" is derived from the fact that independent fermions moving 

in a central field exhibit shell-like structure. The problem of A interacting particles 

has no exact solutions. In many cases, the interaction of one particle with all the 

others can be approximated by an average central field. The lowest order solution 

to the A-body problem can then be obtained by solving a one-particle problem in 

a central field. The mutual interaction, which is not accounted for, can be treated 

as a perturbation, if the interaction is weak enough. 

The application of shell-model theory to atomic physics has provided 

greater insight into the details of atomic structure. Use of this model in the nu

clear realm, however, has lead to several problems: 1) In the study of the atom, the 

electrons move in a potential that is supplied by the Coulomb field of the nucleus. 

In the nuclear shell model the nucleons move in a potential that they themselves 

create. 2) The NN interaction is very different from the Coulomb interaction in 

that it is much stronger. It also contains a large spin-orbit component. Hence, 
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the maximum number of particles in each shell, as well as the shell closures, dif

fer for the two systems. In a simple nuclear shell-model calculation, solving the 

three-dimensional Schrodinger equation using a single-particle harmonic-oscillator 

potential, only the three lowest magic numbers emerge as one fills the shell with 

nucleons: 2, 8 and 20. For a more complete description of a complex nucleus, one 

must employ the methods of many-body theory, as applied to the shell model. 

In practice a shell-model calculation is restricted to a finite, truncated 

model space. As one limits the number of shells in which the nucleons can move, 

one must modify the interaction in order to take into account those processes 

outside the model space that are omitted by the truncation scheme. This so-called 

effective NN interaction inside a nucleus is calculated by use of a realistic two

nucleon interaction. The standard way to solve for the effective NN interaction is 

to define a "valence" model space for the nucleus in question, that is the number 

of particles of the nucleus which are considered "active" in the calculation as well 

as the subshells in which they are restricted to move. An inert core is defined 

where no scattering is allowed. Given this truncated model space, the effective 

interaction is calculated in terms of the Brueckner reaction matrix (the sum of 

all two-particle ladder interactions) as well as a perturbation-series expansion in 

the reaction matrix to account for higher-order processes occuring outside the 

valence-model space. Unfortunately calculating the higher-order processes for this 

perturbative approach is very difficult and furthermore the series has been shown 

to diverge. 

This dissertation is aimed at seeking results for the effective NN interaction 

for which this divergence problem is avoided by employing "no-core" model spaces. 

We make use of the Brueckner reaction matrix, which treats the strong short-range 

correlations in the NN interaction. First, we employ large no-core model spaces in 

which all A particles of a given nucleus are active, that is, all nucleons are treated 

as valence particles. These no-core model spaces ensure that there are no hole 

states in the calculation, which reduces the number of higher-order diagrams in 
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the Brueckner reaction matrix needed in the calculation of the effective interaction. 

Second, we explicitly remove the spurious center-of-mass motion from both the 

nuclear Hamiltonian and from the many-body wavefunctions. The new effective 

Hamiltonian consists of a relative kinetic-energy operator and the exact Brueckner 

G-matrix, acting between all pairs of nucleons in the nucleus. Third, the iteration 

scheme of Lee and Suzuki, which sums the perturbation-series expansion of the 

effective interaction to all orders in the folded diagrams, is applied in order to 

obtain the exact eigenvalues of the full Hamiltonian for the deuteron. 

Chapter 2 contains an extensive discussion of the basic theory of effective 

interactions and of the calculation of the no-core Brueckner reaction matrix ele

ments. Our final result is an improved effective interaction explicitly containing 

the relative component of the kinetic-energy operator. 

The problem of the removal of the spurious center-of-mass motion in the 

nuclear Hamiltonian is discussed in chapter 3. The energies of the lowest-lying 

states of 160 and 170 (after the the spurious center-of-mass motion is removed) 

are shown as an illustration of the success of this method. 

In chapter 4 the applications of no-core effective-interaction matrix ele

ments are applied to "He and 180. Convergence properties are studied as a function 

of the increasing size of the no-core model spaces employed. 

The iterative, effective-Hamiltonian approach of Lee and Suzuki IS em

ployed in chapter 5 to obtain a starting-energy-independent effective interaction, 

which is summed to all orders in the folded diagrams. An application is made to 

the lightest bound nuclear system, the deuteron. 

The 170 nucleus consists of 8 protons and 9 neutrons and can be described 

in the extreme single-particle model as one neutron outside a doubly-magic 160 

core. Hence, this nucleus is an ideal testing ground for the nuclear shell model. 

Given a mean field arising from the 160 core, one should be able to describe the 
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wavefunction, the energy levels, the binding energies and the elastic, transverse 

magnetic formfactor of 170. The disagreement between theory and experiment has 

lead to many elaborate schemes, the extensions of which include this work on the 

wavefunction effects for the extreme single-particle model as it applies to the high

momentum-transfer region for the formfactor of 170. Chapter 6 involves a study 

of the different wavefunctions employed in the study of these formfactors. 

Appendix A shows the derivation of the Bethe-Goldstone Equation. In 

Appendix B a related piece of work is discussed: A shell-model calculation is 

performed in a pair-truncated basis as a test of nuclear models based on boson-like 

degrees of freedom. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Effective Nucleon-Nucleon Interaction Theory 

2.1 General Effective Interaction Theory 

The primary aim of nuclear physics is to understand the structure of 

nuclei in terms of their basic constituents and the interactions among them. This 

might imply starting with the underlying quark degrees of freedom, but there is 

no compelling evidence at this time to indicate that the observable properties of 

nuclei cannot be adequately described in terms of protons and neutrons interacting 

by the exchange of mesons. Consequently, the approach taken here is one of 

nuclei made up of protons and neutrons interacting through a meson-theoretical 

potential. To solve such a problem in an infinite basis space is impossible so 

trunc",tion to a smaller model space known as the shell-model space is required. 

The missing physics in the basis space is sought to be included mathematically in 

the many-body interactions between the particles, hence, the expression effective 

interactions [1]. Nuclei can be accurately described in terms of an appropriate set 

of single-particle states and an effective interaction between the particles in these 

states. Many-body forces may play an important role in effective interactions, 

but one must first adequately describe and understand the importance of the two

body forces before meaningful calculations with higher-body forces can be done. 

Consequently, in this work, only two-body interactions are involved. 

Consider a system of A identical nucleons whose Hamiltonian is the sum 

of the kinetic energies of all the particles plus the sum of the two-body interactions 

between them, i.e., 
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A A 
H = E Ti + E Vij = T + V. (2.1) 

i=1 i<j 

The two-body potential V;j corresponds to the free NN interaction. For this study, 

the Reid soft-core potential [2] is employed. This choice of two-body potential is 

discussed further in section 2.3. 

A single-particle potential, U, is introduced so as to define the basis for the 

calculation and is intended to make the numerical calculation easier. In general, 

the choice of U is of the form 

U = U(r) + el.s, (2.2) 

where the first term represents a central potential and the second term contains 

the strong spin-orbit interaction which is known to be present in nuclei. The 

parameters of U are adjusted such that the spectrum produced by the Hamiltonian, 

Ho = T + U, reproduces the observed single-particle level systematics of the nuclei 

in question. The full nuclear Hamiltonian is rewritten in the standard way as 

H = (T + U) + (V - U) = Ho + HI. (2.3) 

As seen in eq. (2.3) the Hamiltonian is divided into into two pieces: Ho denotes 

the unperturbed, Hamiltonian, which defines a set of unperturbed wavefunctions 

I tPOi > that satisfy the equation 

Ho I ¢oi >= (T + U) I tPOi >= EOi I tPOi > . (2.4) 

The residual interaction is denoted by HI = V - U, and it is assumed to be weak 

enough to be treated perturbatively. The Hamiltonian, H, is independent of U, so 

in principle the final result should also be independent of U. However, because the 

energies of H will be calculated as an expansion in powers of HI, the expansion will 

converge more rapidly for some choices of U than for others. Hence, an attempt 

must be made to choose U in such a way that the expansion converges rapidly 

enough to be useful for practical calculations. This issue is further addressed in 
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section 2.5. Throughout this work U is taken to be the harmonic-oscillator po

tential. Because harmonic-oscillator wavefunctions have a simple analytic form, 

they lend themselves to easy calculations, while being reasonably realistic wave

functions. 

The exact eigensolutions of the full Hilbert-space Hamiltonian according 

to eq. (2.1), I \IIi >, satisfy 

(2.5) 

where the Ei are the exact eigenenergies of the system. As noted=opreviously, it 

is impossible to solve this problem exactly, because it contains infinitely many 

degrees of freedom. The problem is tr~ncated to a finite model space of dimension 

D, defined by the projection operators P and Q which project onto the model 

space, and onto the excluded space, respectively. It follows that 

P+ Q = 1, (2.6) 

which simply says that the model space and the excluded space combined add up 

to the entire Hilbert space. Consequently, a wavefunction tPi, which is an eigenstate 

in the truncated model space, is defined as 

D 

I tPi >= P I \IIi >= E I ¢>OJ >< ,pOj I Wi > . (2.7) 
j=l 

The states projected onto the model space, i. e., P I \IIi >, should be 

selected based on the energies, Ei , but in practise they are chosen according to a 

subspace of the solutions of the unperturbed Hamiltonian, Ho, so that P takes the 

form 
D 

P = E I tPOi >< ,pOi I· (2.8) 
i=1 

Similarly Q is of the form 

00 

Q = E I ,pOi >< ,pOi I . (2.9) 
i>D 
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Also, since P and Q are projection operators it follows that 

p 2 =p (2.10) 

and likewise 

(2.11) 

Throughout this work, the model space chosen is a model space without an 

inert core. For a nucleus of A particles, all A particles are active in the calculation. 

The advantages of this choice of the model space are discussed further in section 2.5. 

The major goal of this study involves determining a two-body effective Hamiltonian 

(2.12) 

which replaces the many-body Schrodinger equation, as given in eq. (2.1), and 

satisfies the equation 

(2.13) 

This is equivalent to solving eq. (2.5) in the model space, where the eigenenergies 

Ei ' are a subset of the exact energies Ei' That is, the effective Hamiltonian 

must be chosen, such that its lowest eigenvalues coincide with those of the full 

Hilbert-space Hamiltonian. 

Using eq. (2.5) as a starting point and operating from the left, first with 

P and then with Q, one gets 

(2.14) 

and 

(QHP + QHQ) l,pi >= EiQ l,pi >, (2.15) 

where the fact that Ei commutes with both P and Q has been used. Solving for 

Q I ,pi > in the second equation and inserting it into the first equation yields 
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From eq. (2.16) it is seen that the effective interaction can be written as 

1 
VE = Hr + HrQ Ei _ QHQ QHr. (2.17) 

Using eq. (2.3) and the fact that the unperturbed Hamiltonian, Ho, commutes 

with both P and Q, one can rewrite the energy denominator in the form 

Inserting this equation into the expression for VE yields 

which can be written in the iterative form 

(2.20) 

The form of the effective interaction in eq. (2.20) contains an energy de

pendence, which must be removed in order to obtain a formulation which is useful 

for shell-model applications. This is achieved in the framework of a perturbation 

expansion for VB. This work was first pioneered by Bloch and Horowitz [3] and 

Brandow [4] and the detailed diagrammatic derivation of obtaining energy inde

pendence for the effective interaction can be found in ref. [4]. A brief outline of 

the theory will be provided here. For simplicity in the notation, the subscript i of 

the energy Ei is dropped and this energy is simply denoted by E. 

The energy E can be written in terms of an unperturbed part, Eo, and 

a perturbed part, t:::.E. The unperturbed energy, Eo, is simply the sum of the 

single-particle energies for the states in question, while t:::.E is the perturbed part 

of the energy. Due to the residual interaction, Hr, it is expanded out of all energy 

denominators in the same manner as was used in eq. (2.18) with t:::.E replacing 

QHrQ. This is done at the cost of having to include the folded diagrams in the 
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(c) 

Figure 2.1: Folded diagrams in the perturbation expansion of Gj a) Independent 
state with !lE included in the energy denominatorj b) Single tlE insertion arising 
from the expansion if the original energy denominatorj c) Folded diagram incor
porating the insertion into the original diagram 

pel·turbation expansion for the effective interaction (see fig. 2.1). That is, in order 

to include all the effects of !lE, which have been taken out of the energy denomi

nator, one must include the folded diagrams to all orders. Doing this produces an 

operator, VefF, which is energy independent. Hence, the final form for the effective 

interaction is 

Q 
VefF = [HI + HI E R Vetr]tltlh 

0- 0 
(2.21) 

where the perturbation-series expansion is summed to all orders and the subscript 

tlvt indicates that only totally linked-valence terms contribute to the sum. The 

effective interaction, VefF, is defined for any number of nucleons. 

In order to treat the strong short-range correlations produced by HI at 

small distances, use is made of Brueckner theory [5], in which the interaction is 

replaced by an infinite series which takes into account the two-body interaction in 

the medium to all orders in the potential. 
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Figure 2.2: The diagrammatic representation of the G-matrix. The "dashed" lines 
represent the two-body NN interaction. 

2.2 Brueckner Theory 

Even though the short-range repulsion in the NN force produces strong 

correlations in the NN wavefunction at short distances, the Pauli principle causes 

the NN wavefunction to heal back to its unperturbed value before the "scattered" 

nucleon interacts with another nucleon. That is, the nucleon upon a second inter

action event has no "memory" of the first event. Treatment of these short-range 

correlations produced by the repulsive part of the NN interaction is known as 

Brueckner theory. The goal of Brueckner theory is to describe the NN interaction 

in the nuclear medium in terms of the reaction matrix, G, so that finite matrix 

elements are obtained. 

The Brueckner reaction matrix is defined as the infinite sum of two-body 

ladder diagrams which satisfy the Pauli principle, as shown in fig. 2.2. Calculating 

the Brueckner reaction matrix is equivalent to solving a SchrOdinger equation which 

describes the scattering of two nucleons in the presence of all the other particles 

in the nucleus. Algebraically, G is given by 

Q2p 

G(w) = HI + HI n G(w), 
w- 0 

(2.22) 

where, w is the starting energy, Q2p is the two-particle Pauli operator, and Ho 
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is the two-particle unperturbed Hamiltonian, which in this work is a harmonic -

oscillator basis. The starting energy is defined as the sum of the energies of the two 

interacting particles as they occur in the process. This quantity is state dependent. 

In this work, w is treated as a free parameter of the calculation, excepting chapter 

5, where we introduce an iteration scheme, with which w independence is achieved. 

When the starting energy is equal to either the energy of the initial two-particle 

state or to the energy of the final two-particle state of the G matrix, the G matrix 

is said to be calculated on the energy shell. In all other cases, the term off energy 

shell applies. The expression for G in terms of the NN interaction, V as given in 

eq. (2.22) is derived in appendix A. The reaction matrix is usually expressed in 

terms of V instead of HI, and the contributions coming from -U are taken into 

account using perturbation theory. This point is discussed later in this section. 

Numerically practical steps to calculating G will be discussed in section 2.4. 

Combining the expression for the effective interaction, eq. (2.21), and the 

expression for the G matrix, eq. (2.22), yields 

Q' 
Velf = [G + G E R Velf]tlvt. 

0- 0 
(2.23) 

The operator Q' allows intermediate-state excitations to states outside the model 

space, excluding only the two-particle ladder states already included in the calcula

tion of G. Figure 2.3 shows the perturbation expansion of the effective interaction 

to lowest order in the folded diagrams as used in chapters 3 and 4 of this work. 

In general both eqs. (2.21) and (2.23) are many-body equations. This 

work, however, concerns itself exclusively with two-body effective interactions. By 

use of eq. (2.23), Ve/f is calculated as a perturbation-series expansion in orders of 

G. Note that the expression given for Voelf in the previous section is in terms of the 

residual interaction, HI = V - U, whereas the definition of G as given in appendix 

A, involves only V. If the calculation were performed in a self-consistent basis, 

the single-particle energy insertions would cancel with the single-particle potential 

as shown in fig. 2.4 where the single-particle potential is denoted by an "X". In 
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Figure 2.3: Perturbation expansion of Vetr in terms of the G matrix to first order 
in the folded diagrams. The infinite sum of two-particle ladder diagrams (G) is 
represented by the solid dots. 
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Figure 2.4: The cancellation of the self-energy insertions with the single-particle 
potential. "X" is the unperturbed potential, U, and the wavy lines represent the 
interaction. 

this work, all calculations are done in a harmonic-oscillator basis. For simplicity, 

it is assumed that the omission of U in H, is negligible, because the shape of 

the harmonic-oscillator wavefunction to a first approximation resembles that of a 

self-consistent wavefunction. 

As mentioned, a major problem in the calculation of the G matrix is its 

dependence on the starting energy, w. This is due to the incomplete summing of 

the folded diagrams to all orders, as mentioned in section 2.1. In part of this work, 

chapters 3 and 4, w is treated as an adjustable parameter of the calculation and 
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only leading-order terms are included in the summation over the folded diagrams. 

In chapter 5, an iteration method, introduced by Suzuki and Lee, is used which 

sums the folded diagrams to all orders and, thereby, brings convergence to the 

effective interaction as well as insures an interaction which is independent of the 

starting energy. 

Before getting to those points, a bit more groundwork must be laid. The 

next section discusses the choice of the two-body NN potential. 

2.3 The Nucleon-Nucleon Interaction 

The nuclear force is conventionally treated in a non-relativistic framework and 

is represented by a potent.ial model. The potential may be deduced from theory, or 

be a phenomenological fit to nuclear data. In practice, any realistic potential, that 

fits the two-body scattering data contains some measure of phenomenology and 

the resulting model is not unique. The data can only determine on-energy-shell 

matrix elements up to about 350 MeV. Even if the fits to the two-body data are 

identical, different models still disagree when compared in many-body calculations. 

This is because in a many-body situation, although energy and momentum must 

be conserved over all, they need not be conserved in every two-body interaction. 

Thus one requires the off-energy-shell matrix elements for a unique determination 

of the potential. 

Experimental information about the NN interaction is learned from scat

tering experiments and from the properties of the lightest bound system, the 

deuteron. These experiments are on-energy shell, i.e. they conserve energy. Hence, 

only diagonal matrix elements of the NN interaction are known. There are no off

energy-shell experiments. It is not known how to extrapolate the NN interaction 

when the energy is not conserved, i.e., when the initial and final states of the ma

trix elements are not the same. The deuteron is experimentally known to have a 
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non-zero quadrupole moment, which means that the ground state of the deuteron 

cannot be a pure angular-momentum zero state. Also, the magnetic moment of 

the deuteron is not simply the sum of the magnetic moment of the proton plus the 

magnetic moment of the neutron. These experimental results indicate that the NN 

interaction does not simply consist of a pure central force, but must also contain 

some tensor-force component. A spin-orbit component is also required to describe 

the results of potential scattering. There are many NN potentials available; in this 

work three of the more popular potentials will be discussed. 

The oldest of the three potentials, the Reid soft-core potential [2], is a 

local phenomenological potential, depending only on r = rl - r2 . It is described 

as local in the sense that the potential shape is different for every channel of the 

force. Its long-range (LR) part consists of a one-pion-exchange potential (OPEP) 

tail for r ~ 3 fm. The intermediate-range (MR) part of the potential is constructed 

from sums of Yukawa potentials, e-;%, and the short-range (SR) (r :::; 0.8 fm) 

component is constructed from sums of soft Yukawa potentials in such a way that 

the wavefunction is non-vanishing for r ':F O. 

The more "modern" Paris potential [6] is based on meson-exchange the

ory, 1r and w exchange, for the MR and LR parts of the force. Once the MR and 

LR forces are accurately determined, the SR part of the potential is fitted phe

nomenologically to the experimental data with Yukawa potentials, which involves 

five adjustable parameters that do not affect the MR and LR parts of the force. 

Bonn potentials [7], of which there are many varieties, are field-theoretical 

potentials that take into account many-meson exchanges. They do, however, also 

contain a degree of phenomenology, in that the nucleon-meson coupling constants, 

which cannot at the present time be determined from quantum chromodynamics, 

are determined by fits to the scattering and deuteron data. 

Single meson-exchange theory describes the LR part of the force very well 

and all the potentials mentioned in this section, the Reid soft-core, the Paris and 
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the various Bonn potentials, include the LR OPEP tail, defined by: 

92 m 2 . 3 3 tr:t: 
VOPEP = 12 mc2 (M) Tl' T2[0'1' 0'2 + 812(1 +:; + x 2 )]7' (2.24) 

where m is the pion mass, M is the nucleon mass, 92 is the pion-coupling constant, 

and x = I'r, where I' = ~. The T'S and the O"S are the Pauli spinors for isospin 

and spin, respectively. The tensor term, 812, is defined as 

(2.25) 

On the energy shell all three potentials show good agreement with each other, with 

the NN scattering data as well as with the deuteron properties. For sufficiently 

large distances the OPEP represents the NN interaction completely, whereas for 

shorter distances many-meson exchanges are possible. Hence, differences in the 

various potentials occur off the energy shell at short range, where there is no 

experimental data available to explain the discrepancies. 

If one parametrizes the NN interaction in terms of a central and a tensor 

force, both with a strength and a range, the central term is influenced by the 

tensor term, since the strengths are chosen to fit the experimental data. One 

of the main differences between the three potential models considered lies in the 

predicted tensor-force strength. A possible measure of the strength of the tensor

force component of the nuclear potential is the predicted D-state probability of the 

deuteron ground state, PD , which is shown in table 2.1 along with the deuteron 

binding energy, the predicted quadrupole moment, Q(fm2), for the deuteron and 

the ratio of the 8 and D state amplitudes, AD/As. 

Note that the D state probability extracted experimentally for the deuteron 

covers the range of values described by all the potentials. Both the quadrupole 

moment and the binding energy of the deuteron are well described by all three po

tential models. Also note that within the Bonn model, the three potential varieties, 

which are represented, differ considerably in their D-state probabilities. 

There are indications that nuclear shell-model calculations are sensitive to 
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II I Exp. [7] I Reid [2] I Paris [6] I Bonn A [8] I Bonn B [8] I Bonn C [8] " 

Ed~t 2.2246 2.2246 2.2249 2.2245 2.2246 2.2246 
Q 0.286 0.280 0.279 0.274 0.278 0.281 

PD (%) 5±2 6.5 5.8 4.4 5.0 5.6 
AD/As 0.0271 0.0262 0.0261 0.0263 0.0264 0.0266 

Table 2.1: Experimental and theoretical values of the deuteron ground-state prop
erties. The binding energy, E, is given in MeV and the quadrupole moment, Q, is 
given in fm2• 

the strength of the tensor-force component of the NN potential. Because all the 

potentials ultimately involve a best fit to experimental data, and the tensor-force 

component as well as the central-force components are not determined by unique 

fits, the strength of the tensor-force component is still subject to debate, as seen 

in the various Bonn potentials. 

Given the lack of evidence as to which potential is physically most rea

sonable to use, the NN interaction of choice for this work is the Reid soft-core 

potential, which is the simplest of the three potentials. It is of the form 

v(r) = vc(r) + vT(r) . S12 + vLs(r) L· S, (2.26) 

where Vc is the central part, VT is the tensor part and VLS is the spin-orbit part of 

the potential. As in a previous paragraph, SI2 is defined in eq. (2.25). 

The partial waves of the potential are signified by 25+I £,7, where S is 

the intrinsic spin, which can take on the values 0 or 1, £ is the orbital angular 

momentum, which can be an S, P, D or F et.c. wave with angular momentum 0, 

1, 2 or 3, respectively. The total angular momentum is :I = S + £. Uncoupled 

channels consist of only one partial wave, for example the I So channel. The partial 

waves combine with other partial waves of the same total angular momentum and 

intrinsic spin, to make up the coupled channels of the potential. Coupled channels 

consist of two partial waves which have the same spin, S, and couple up to the 

same total angular momentum,:I, such as the 3S1 - 3DI channel, where the 3S1 
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and the 3 Dl components are denoted major and minor partial waves, respectively. 

In tensor-coupled channels the potential has the form of eq. (2.26), whereas in 

uncoupled channels the potential is simply Va. 

The original Reid soft-core potential includes only channels consisting of 

partial waves of total angular momentum up to and including :J = 2. The present 

work employs partial waves of angular momentum 3 ~ :J ~ 5, as supplied by 

the original Reid paper [2] modified for higher angular momentum partial waves 

by Day [9]. To test the effect of including higher partial waves in the calculation 

of the G matrix, compared to using the traditional Reid soft-core potential with 

partial waves of :J ~ 2, the following calculation is performed. Starting with a G 

matrix in a harmonic-oscillator basis with a starting energy of w = 37.0 MeV, we 

calculate the G matrices for Reid soft-core potentials going from partial waves of 

angular momentum oJ ~ 2 to :J ~ 5. Deatils of the numerical techniques for this 

calculation are supplied in the next section. The calculation involves a model space 

with no inert core. That is, the Pauli operator allows no scattering for Q2p = 0 

in the Os,Op, Is0d, and IpOJ subshells, also known as the 3 space. This so-called 

no-core Pauli operator is discussed in detail in section 2.5. 

Increasing the number of channels to include:J = 3 partial waves makes a 

difference in the size of the largest G-matrix elements of the matrices J = 1 +, T = 0 

and J = 0+, T = 1 on the order of 10-6 - 10-4 MeV. Including even higher partial 

waves such as :J = 4 and :J = 5 for those two particular sets of matrix elements 

makes no significant difference. Given the precision to which we can calculate G, as 

described in section 2.4 (l0-3 MeV), one must treat any effect of 10-3 MeV or less 

as being negligible. Hence, we can safely conclude that for the largest magnitude 

matrix elements of the G-matrix for the 3 space, adding partial waves of angular 

momentum, 3 :5 :J ~ 5 to the Reid soft-core potential makes little difference for 

the J = 1+, T = 0 and J = 0+, T = 1 matrix elements. 

However, including the :J = 3 channels in the Reid Boft-core potential 
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makes a difference for the higher angular momentum matrices. For isospin T = 0 

and angular momentum J = 5, 6 and 7 matrices, the effect is an increase of 

10-1 MeV in magnitude for some of the matrix elements. Similarly, including 

:r = 4 and 5 partial waves produces a further effect of increasing the magnitude 

of the matrix elements by 10-2 MeV. For the isospin T = 1 states of high angular 

momentum, including the :r = 3 partial wave makes a difference, only on the 

order of the precision to which G can be calculated. However, for these states the 

inclusion of the :r = 4 and 5 partial waves changed the size of some of the matrix 

elements by 10-2 MeV or more. 

Differences of this magnitude may not to make much difference in an actual 

shell-model calculation of the ground-state properties of light nuclei on which is 

the main focus of this dissertation. This may, however, prove to be significant if 

we consider systems of heavier nuclei, as well as larger space no-core shell-model 

calculations of lighter systems, in which all intermediate-state excitations of 4 nO 
or higher are taken into account. Throughout this work, with the exception of 

chapter 3, this appended Reid soft-core potential has been employed. Next, we 

turn our attention to the numerical techniques for calculating the reaction matrix, 

G. 

2.4 Method of Solution for Calculating the Brueckner Reaction Matrix 

This section will briefly touch on the techniques employed for solving eq. (2.22) 

for the Brueckner G-matrix. The method used is analogous to that of Barrett, 

Hewitt and McCarthy [10], modified to take advantage of the soft-core interaction 

as proposed by Vary and Yang [11]. The goal is to construct an approximate 

reaction matrix which can' be handled conveniently and which is a good a first 

approximation to the G matrix, followed by a systematic way of improving the 

calculation until the desired accuracy is achieved. This first approximation to G is 

the reference reaction matrix GRas proposed by Bethe, Brandow and Petscheck 
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[12]. It is defined as 
1 

GR{w) = V + V lL Gn{w). 
w- 0 

(2.27) 

As before, w is the starting energy and Ho is the two-particle unperturbed Hamil

tonian. As mentioned in section 2.2, the residual interaction, HI, has for simplicity 

been replaced by the bare NN interaction, V. This can summed to all orders and 

written exactly as 

(2.28) 

A little algebra yields 

1 
GR(w) = (Ho - w) + (Ho - w) w _ Ho _ V(Ho - w). (2.29) 

This interaction only operates on the relative coordinates of the wavefunction, so 

the expressions for G R are only in the relative coordinate. This makes the cal

culation numerically easy, because of the use of harmonic-oscillator single-particle 

wavefunctions. The reference reaction matrix in the relative-eM basis is then 

Talmi-Brody-Moshinsky transformed [13] to the two-body representation for a pre

cise treatment of the two-body Pauli operator, Q2P, and G is evaluated via 

Q2p 

G=GR+GR[, H.' w - 0 

1 
H. JG. w- 0 

(2.30) 

In principle, the single-particle basis for the calculation Ho, can be different from 

the basis, H~ in which G R is calculated, hence the "primes" on wand Ho. 

We start by solving the equation 

(Ho + V) 1 tPi >= Ei 1 tPi >, (2.31) 

where the states, 1 tPi >, are expanded in eigensolutions of the harmonic-oscillator 

potential (eq. (2.4)) so that 

1 tPi >= E < ¢OJ 1 tPi >1 <POj > . 
j 

(2.32) 
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Figure 2.5: The change in magnitude the seven largest 3 space matrix elements 
of the Brueckner reaction matrix, ~G (in MeV), as a function of number of har
monic-oscillator states in the expansion of the wavefunctions of Trel + V used in 
the calculation of G R 

The NN potential of choice is the Reid soft-core potential, which is em

ployed using partial waves of total angular momentum, J ~ 5. The details of 

this potential are discussed in section 2.3. For the calculation of the matrix ele

ments of the NN potential, we use analytic expressions of the potential defined in 

a harmonic-oscillator basis. 

The wavefunctions of the uncoupled channels of the potential are expanded 

in a basis consisting of 300 harmonic-oscillator states to assure convergence of both 

the eigenenergies and eigenstates of the channels of the potential. Particularly 

great care is taken to reproduce the binding energy of the 1 So partial wave. The 

C, = 0 orbital-angular momentum partial waves are close to zero in magnitude near 

the origin. If the eigenvalues and eigenstates of this partial wave can be calculated 

with great precision at dimension 300, then the eigenstates and eigenvalues of 

partial waves of higher orbital-angular momentum which are non-zero at the origin 

are easily obtained to the precision desired using the same number or less harmonic

oscillator states for the expansion. 

In a similar fashion, the wavefunctions of the coupled channels of the Reid 

soft-core potential are calculated in a basis of 600 harmonic-oscillator states. The 
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wavefunctions of the major partial wave are expanded in 300 harmonic-oscillator 

states and the wavefunctions of minor partial wave are expanded in 300 states. 

The ratio of 1 : 1, for the number of harmonic-oscillator states which the wave

functions of the major versus minor partial waves of the coupled channels are 

expanded in, is obtained by studying the convergence of the binding energy of 

the deuteron. Experimentally the binding energy of the deuteron is 2.2246 MeV 

[8]. A diagonalization of the two-body relative kinetic-energy operator plus the 

Reid soft-core potential (T rei + V), using the 3 SI - 3 Dl coupled channel and 600 

harmonic-oscillator states for the expansion, yields a binding energy of 2.221 MeV. 

Figure 2.4 shows the change in magnitude of the seven largest matrix el

ements of the Brueckner reaction matrix calculated for a four major-shell no-core 

calculation, tl.G, as a function of the number of harmonic-oscillator states in the 

expansion of the coupled- and uncoupled-channel wavefunctions. The dimension 

of the abscissa is the total dimension for the coupled channels which is split equally 

between the major and minor partial waves. The uncoupled channels always in

volve half of the total dimension of the coupled channels. The results are plotted 

on a semi-log graph and linearly drop off at about dimension 250. This indicates 

convergence, certainly by dimension 400. The precision with which we chose to 

calculate G is on the order of 1O-3MeV. 

From eq. (2.29), one can obtain the matrix elements of GR by inserting 

the appropriate closure relations 

Ek < <POi I tPk >< tPk I <Poi> < <POi I GR{W) I <POi >= (Eoi - w)[t5ii + W _ Ei (Eoi - w)], 
(2.33) 

where EOi are the eigenenergies of eq. (2.4). The reaction matrix is then computed 

by the use of eq. (2.30), where the single-particle bases for G and GR are the same. 

Equation (2.30) can be written 

p2p 

G(w) = [1 - GR{W) R t 1GR{W), (2.34) 
w- 0 

where p2p = 1 - Q2p. This calculation of G is exact, the details are given in ref. 
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[11]. The Brueckner G matrix given by eq. (2.34) is the first order term in the 

infinite perturbation-series expansion in G given byeq. (2.23). 

Next, we turn our attention to the treatment of the Pauli Operator, Q'lp. 

2.5 Treatment of the Pauli Operator: The No-Core Method 

One of the goals of microscopic nuclear theory has been to calculate a two-body 

effective interaction [14, 15], starting from a free NN interaction. The standard way 

of solving for the effective interaction has been in terms of a perturbation-series 

expansion in powers of the Brueckner reaction matrix [16]. For a given nucleus, an 

inert core is defined from which no scattering is allowed, only the nucleons outside 

this core are thought to contribute to the important physics of the calculation. 

This method has the major disadvantage that the perturbation series does not 

converge if intruder states are present, i.e. if the eigenstates of the excluded space 

exist in the same energy range as the model-space states. The divergence problem 

has been studied in great detail [15], [17, 18] and several approaches have been 

developed [15],[19], which are fairly complicated and do not lead to a simple form 

for the effective interaction. One possible way to diminish the convergence problem 

is to adopt a model space without an inert core and allow all the nucleons in the 

calculation to be active. This no-core method involves redefining the size of the 

valence model space, which is done by the choice of the Pauli projection operator 

used in the calculation of the reaction matrix. 

When the Brueckner reaction matrix is computed in a large no-core model 

space, the effective interaction to first order is simply the no-core reaction matrix, 

and all higher-order terms, except for the folded terms, vanish, because no hole 

states are present. As the model-space size approaches infinity, the size of the 
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Figure 2.6: The two-particle Pauli operator Q2p (a) for a "standard" model-space 
calculation (b) for a no-core calculation. 

matrix elements of the effective interaction approaches those of t.he bare NN in

teraction. Many-body forces, both real and effective, may play an important role; 

however, one must first solve the two-body problem accurately before considering 

these forces. 

In the calculation of the G ma.trix, eq. (2.30), one defines a two-particle 

Pauli operator Q2P, which determines the size of the two-particle Pauli allowed 

and forbidden scattering spaces. In a standard shell-model calculation of a nucleus 

containing A nucleons, Ao nucleons occupying the lowe .. ~t-Iying shells are desig

nated to be contained in the inert core and the remaining A - Ac nucleons are 

the active particles. The two-particle Pauli operator for this type of calculation is 

shown in fig. 2.5(a). Each axis represents the quantity Pi (i = 1,2) for one of the 

two particles. It is defined by ni, the principal quantum number, and Ii, the orbital 

angular momentum, of one of the particles in the two-particle state (/ 1,2 » in 

question, so that Pi = 2ni + Ii. For Pi ~ Pc the inert core is defined, from which no 

scattering is allowed. If Pc < Pi ~ Pu, the particle is inside the valence-model space, 
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the space for which the effective interaction is defined for shell-model applications. 

The extent of the "wings" is defined by Pw and insures that contributions from 

particles that are allowed to scatter into the core (Pi > Pw) are negligible. 

The major problem in the standard model lies in calculating the expansion 

for Veff. Higher-order processes in the reaction matrix, G, which are discussed in 

chapter 4, are calculated separately through perturbation theory [15]. It has been 

shown by Barrett and Kirson [20] that the third-order terms are roughly equal in 

magnitude to and the opposite sign of the second-order terms in the expansion se

ries for Veff' indicating a convergence problem. That is, when the perturbed states 

of the model space and the excluded space occur in the same energy regime, the 

calculation of the perturbation series for Veff diverges [17]. Fourth and higher-order 

terms are very difficult to compute and have not yet been attempted. To avoid 

the problem of divergence of the perturbation-series expansion in powers of G, we 

define a two-particle Pauli operator as shown in fig. 2.5(b). This Pauli operator 

appears as a large square box, where no scattering is allowed inside the box. For a 

given nucleus of A particles, all A particles are active in the calculation. By defini

tion, there are no hole states present in the calculation; therefore, the higher-order 

correction terms in G vanish. The effects sought in higher-order processes are au

tomatically included in the shell-model diagonalization of the effective interaction 

in the large no-core model space. The only higher-order diagram which needs to be 

included to all orders in this type of calculation is the two-particle ladder diagram, 

and this is done exactly through the calculation of the G matrix. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Kinetic-Energy Operator in Effective Shell-model Interactions 

3.1 Introduction 

It has long been recognized that the nuclear shell-model is affected in two 

ways by spurious center-of-mass (eM) motion (see, for example refs. [21] - [27]). 

First, by describing any state of A nucleons in terms of Slater determinants of A 

single-particle (sp) states, one is specifying a wavefunction for the eM motion. In 

so far as this eM motion is different in different states of the A-particle system, 

the effects on spectra, transition rates, etc., can be highly non-trivial [22] - [27]. 

For this reason, considerable effort has been devoted to developing methods of 

projecting out or constraining the eM wavefunction [24] - [27]. Second, by defining 

the nuclear Hamiltonian to have a sum of A one-body kinetic-energy operators, one 

includes the eM kinetic energy in the energy of each state [26]. This effect could 

be treated perturbatively in any state by simply subtracting the expectation value 

of the eM kinetic-energy operator from the Hartree-Fock (HF) energy [28] or from 

the shell-model eigenvalue [23]. The main point of the present effort is to show 

that a non-perturbative treatment of the role of the eM kinetic-energy operator 

leads to substantial effects in the energy spacings of shell-model states. The very 

interesting, but separate, issue of eM motion in the nuclear wavefunction, is not 

addressed here since this has already been extensively investigated [22] - [27]. 
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3.2 The Kinetic-Energy Operator 

The simplest conventional nuclear Hamiltonian is written as a sum of the 

one-body kinetic-energy operators, 7i, and the interactions between the nucleons 

Vij. In other words 
A A 

H=E7i+EVij=T+V. (3.1) 
i=l i<j 

Just as T, for a two-body system, can be rewritten as a sum of relative and eM 
kinetic energies, T for A particles can be written as 

T = Tre1 + TOM (3.2) 

with 

(3.3) 

and 

(3.4) 

where 
(Pi - Pj) 

Pij = 2 ' (3.5) 

I' = m/2 and m is the nucleon mass, for both neutrons and protons. Thus H 

contains TOM as a consequence of having a simple, one-body, form of T. Here the 

changes in shell-model spectra which result from removing TOM from H leaving 

H' = Trel + V = t (p~j + Vij) . (3.6) 
i<j AI' 

are investigated. To start with H', a pure two-body operator, and derive an 

effective shell-model interaction following the theory of Brueckner and coworkers 

[16, 29], Bethe and Goldstone [30] and Brandow [4] and using a realistic NN interac

tion would comprise a significant research undertaking. Therefore, for these initial 

demonstrations, treating the interactions as static NN potentials Vij, previously 

calculated effective interactions are employed using the Reid soft-core potential 

[2] and the focus of this chapter is on the approximate non-perturbative effects of 

subtracting TOM from H. 
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3.3 Calculation of the Effective Hamiltonian 

First, an outline of the formal consequences for the shell model emanating 

from the selection of the Hamiltonian, H' = Trel + V, rather than H = T + V, 

and schematic calculations that indicate the scale of differences that may emerge 

in the shell-model spectra, will be provided. 

Let us signify by Ho, the Hartree-Fock (HF) Hamiltonian resulting from 

H. The HF sp states, I a >,are solutions of 

Ho I a >= fa I a > . (3.7) 

There are a number of ways to proceed to define a shell-model problem. In analogy 

with the usual procedure of adding and subtracting the self-consistent potential 

U, the self-consistent Ho is added and subtracted, 

H' = Ho + [H' - Ho] = Ho + HI (3.8) 

and the "residual" interaction H' - Ho is treated, as the source of the effective 

shell-model interaction. Immediately, one notices a very important consequence 

of this choice of the residual interaction when one works in the self-consistent 

basis {I a >}: The usual cancellation of sp insertions is achieved in a particularly 

simple way expressed by the diagram elements as shown in fig. 2.4, since the basis 

is the eigenbasis of Ho. The vast majority of sp insertions vanish altogether. The 

surviving diagonal insertions (which still cancel in pairs) are equal in magnitude 

to HF sp energies. 

The usual linked, folded diagram expansion for the effective shell-model 

interaction (see for example ref. [15]) may be carried out starting from eq. (3.6). 

Using the basis, {I a >}, the expansion is free of diagrams with insertions and the 

conventional Brueckner-Bethe-Goldstone-Brandow theory [4], [16] - [20], [31, 33] 

can be implemented with 

v = Trel + V - Ho, (3.9) 
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replacing the usual HI in all expressions from section 2.2. This leads to the equation 

Q2p 

G(w) = V + V R G(w) (3.10) 
w- 0 

where Q2p is the two-particle no-core Pauli operator and w is the starting en

ergy. Again the effective interaction Ve/f can be written in terms of G as shown in 

eq. (2.23). 

3.3.1 Truncation of the Model Space 

In subtracting TCM from H to get H', note that once a core of ic nucleons 

has been chosen, the two-body relative kinetic-energy operator is subdivided into 

~ A A 

Trel =E1ij+ E Tij + E 71j=Tc +Tcv +Tv , (3.11) 
i<j i~ic<j ic<i<j 

where there is a core component, Tc; a core-valence component, Tcv; and a valence 

component Tv. Following the usual path for the two-body effective interaction 

we argue that the contributions of Tc will be included in the core energy and the 

effects of Tcv will be included in the valence-space sp energies. The main interest 

of this work is focused on the role of Tv which appears in a similar capacity as 

the effective-residual interaction between the valence nucleons. The problem is 

simplified by selecting a sp shell-model space of harmonic-oscillator states instead 

of the full solutions to the HF problem [28], as described earlier. This is done to 

look for the predominant effects of treating the two-body character of the kinetic

energy operator and ignore the presumed smaller energy effects due to differences 

between harmonic-oscillator and realistic sp wavefunctions in light nuclei. 

3.3.2 Calculation of the Brueckner Reaction Matrix 

By writing the kinetic-energy operator in the form of eq. (3.2), the CM 

contribution can be removed exactly. Also, by writing the antisymmetrized wave

functions only in terms of the relative coordinates, the spurious CM motion could, 
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in principle, be completely removed from the calculated excitation energies. How

ever, sp wavefunctions calculated with respect to a fixed potential are used and 

because these wavefunctions are written in the form of a Slater determinant to 

handle the antisymmetrization correctly, spurious CM effects are introduced into 

the calculated excitation energies. 

Following the time-independent effective-interaction approach [4, 10, 30] 

to second order in the Brueckner G-matrix [16, 29] one can obtain an effective 

shell-model Hamiltonian given by eq. (2.23). Consider the effective Hamiltonian 

to first order in the G-matrix written as: 

Q2p Q2p 

Ho + G = (Tv + V) + V H, G + Tv H, G w- 0 w- 0 
(3.12) 

(Note: Tv is Trel in the model space). To obtain a first estimate of the size of 

the changes arising from the removal of the CM kinetic-energy term, the last term 

in eq. (3.12) is dropped, arguing it is small compared to the third term, because 

Tv couples only to low-lying excited states, while V can also couple to high-lying 

excited states. The second and third terms are combined to form 

Q2p 

G ' = V+ V G. 
w-Ho 

(3.13) 

Next G I is approximated as the solution of a Bethe-Goldstone equation 

Q2P 
G I = V + V G ' , w-Ho 

(3.14) 

where G in eq. ( 3.12) differs from G I by the term Tv and Ho. Thus 

Ho + G ~ Tv + G I, (3.15) 

which embodies a major point of this development. One major effect of eliminat

ing the spurious CM kinetic-energy operator from the development, in the fashion 

chosen, results, approximately, in Tv as an additive effective-interaction term. Uti

lizing eq. (3.15) in the role of the traditional Brueckner G-matrix, working to 
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second order in G, and maintaining only the leading-order term in Tv, starting 

from eq. (3.8), yields 

H~ff ~ Tv + G' + G' E v Q In vG ' = Tv + Veff. 
a - a 

(3.16) 

In the usual effective interaction theory the energy denominator in eq. (3.16) 

is replaced with unperturbed harmonic-oscillator energies. As earlier HF calcula

tions show [31], the differences between particle (unoccupied) and hole (occupied) 

energies can vary by up to 25%. Consequently, a more accurate investigation of 

the effective interaction should include this effect as well but this study is left to 

a future effort. With these approximations, the main difference in the effective 

shell-model interaction arising from the removal of TCM is the additive Tv term ap

pearing in eq. (3.16). Through HF investigations of single-particle energy spectra 

using this method of removing the spurious CM from the Hamiltonian [31], it is 

clear that the sp energies are also different once TCM is removed. The goal here 

is then to compare shell-model spectra obtained with HefC = Ha + Veff and with 

H~ff = Tv + Veff when sp energies are separately determined by fits to experimental 

spectra. 

3.4 The Spectra of 160 and 170 

Next, the effect of removing TCM on the spectra of 160 and 170 is investigated. 

The terms involving G' are taken to be a no-core G-matrix [32,33] plus a leading

order folded-diagram correction [33] evaluated in an harmonic-oscillator basis [2, 

32, 33] with 'h!l = 14.0 MeV and for a starting energy of 9.0 MeV. The model 

space for Q2p = 0 in this shell-model application is comprised of the lowest 4 

oscillator shells (081/2' Opl/2, 01'3/2, Od3/2, Ods/2, 181/2, 1Pl/2, Ip3/2, 0IS/2, 017/2)' 

It is sufficient for our purposes to demonstrate the differences in Heff and H~ff in 

the the low-lying shell-model spectra of 160 and 170, treated as 4 and 5 valence 

nucleons, respectively, outside a 12C core. The valence space for these shell-model 
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State Experiment H' _I 
eff Heff'/. HeffOJ H' .1 

eff 

0"'" 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
3- 6.13 6.39 5.35 5.72 6.81 
1- 7.12 7.08 6.19 6.79 7.73 
2- 8.87 8.84 7.79 8.17 9.26 

Table 3.1: 160 spectra (in MeV) calculated from a 3 space effective interaction 
with w = 9.0 MeV and "h!l = 14.0 MeV in the ZBM model space. 
1 Fit H~ff with f{ld5/ 2) = 8.50 MeV, f{2s 1/ 2) = 4.75 MeV 
2 Calculation using Heff with sp energies from 1 

3 Fit Heff with f{ld5/ 2) = 9.00 MeV, f{2s1/ 2) = 5.50 MeV 
.. Calculation using H~ff with sp energies from 3 

State Experiment H' -' eff Heff'/. Heff" 

~T 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
~T 0.87 0.25 -0.11 0.17 
1- 3.05 5.19 3.42 4.35 2' 
5- 3.84 5.51 3.77 4.44 2' 

H' -'I eff 

0.00 
0.52 
6.09 

6.18 

Table 3.2: 170 spectra (in MeV) calculated from a 3 space effective interaction 
with w = 9.0 MeV and "h!l = 14.0 MeV in the ZBM model space. 
1 Fit H~ff with f{lds/2) = 8.50 MeV, f{2s1/ 2 ) = 4.75 MeV 
2 Calculation using Heff with sp energies from 1 

3 Fit Heff with f{lds/2) = 9.00 MeV, f{2s 1/ 2) = 5.50 MeV 
.. Calculation using H~ff with sp energies from 3 
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calculations consists of the Opl/~' Ods/~ and IS1/~ sp orbitals. In order to account for 

the differences in the HF sp spectra [31], for the role of Tev and for neglected core

polarization effects, the single-particle spectra are separately adjusted for Heff and 

H~ff' By adjusting the sp energies so the many-body spectra of the two nuclei in 

question are fit, part of the net effects which are being examined are camouflaged. 

The spectra are computed with the OXBASH Shell-Model Code [34]. The 

results for the spectra of 160 and 170 are listed in tables 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. 

Calculation 1 is performed with the interaction H~, fitting the lowest 3- ,1- and 

2-states in 160 and the ~ +, ~ - and ~- levels in 170, and using the sp energies 

f(Ods/2 ) and e(ls1/2) as adjustable parameters. In all calculations f(Opl/~) is fixed 

at 0.0 MeV and the 160 and 170 spectra are shifted, so the ground states are at 

zero energy. 

These same sp energies are then utilized in calculation 2 to determine the 

spectra of 160 and 170, but now for the interaction Heff. Conversely, calculation 3 

is done by fitting the above mentioned states with the interaction, Heft, and again 

by using the sp energies as adjustable parameters. This set of sp energies is then 

employed with H~ff to calculate the spectra of 160 and 170, yielding the results of 

calculation 4. 

In calculation 1 the best fit to experimental data yields sp energies of 

8.50 MeV and 4.75 MeV for the OdS/ 2 and 1s1/~ states, respectively. Similarly, 

in calculation 3, where Heff is fitted to the experimental spectra of 160 and 170, 

the sp energies are f(Od5/~) = 9.00 MeV and f(ls1/~) = 5.50 MeV. For the reasons 

outlined above these sp energies should not be compared directly with experimental 

sp energies. However, in both cases the Ods/~ sp energy value is higher than that 

of the IS1/~ sp energy which is consistent with the experimental ordering. Note 

that this calculation is done with a I~C core, and, experimentally, 13C shows the 

1/2+ state lying lower than the 5/2+ by 0.76 MeV. 

Calculations 1 and 3 provide reasonably good fits for those states in the 
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spectra of 160 and 170, which are easily constructed·within the model space. An 

intruder state 0- appears in the calculated 160 spectrum due to inadequacies of 

this simplified model and it is not listed for reasons of clarity. Likewise, the second 

experimental 0+ and the first 2+ states of 160 which are believed to be due to 

a coherent 4-particle 4-hole excitation are, therefore, not well represented in the 

limited model space and are not listed. 

Comparing the fit of calculation 1 with that of calculation 3, when the 

Hamiltonian contains the relative kinetic-energy operator (calculation 1), the ex

cited stat.es are "pushed" up relative to the ground state. In the limit of a closed

core-plus-a-single valence nucleon, the effect would be contained in the sp energies. 

Here, in the case of configuration mixing in the 4 and 5 particle states, the effect 

arises because the different levels are "pushed" up by different amounts, so the 

excited states are more spread apart by Tv. This result appears in spite of the fact 

the sp energies are adjusted in each case, i.e. cases 1 and 3, to obtain a good fit 

to the experimental spectra. 

The difference between the spectra for Hef£ and H~f£ for the same set of 

sp energies (Le., calculations 1 and 2 ) show, on the average, a 1.5 MeV effect, or 

about a 25% shift due to the role of Tv' By fitting the 160 and 110 spectra with 

Hef£ (calculation 3) and then using these new sp energies to calculate the spectra 

with H;f£ (calculation 4), the same qualitative role of Tv is shown. 

3.5 Conclusion 

In summary, the differences in the spectra of 160 and 170 by omitting TOM 

and treating the resulting Tv as part of the two-body interaction, are of the form of 

a positive additive shift of the spectrum away from the ground state on the order 

of 20-25%. These effects merit a more extensive study, where one, for example, 

includes Trel along with the nulceon-nucleon interaction in the calculation of the 
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Brueckner G-matrix as indicated in eqs. (3.9) and (3.10). 

---------_.- -_.-----.-_._-----_._---_._---- - - -
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CHAPTER 4 

Effective Shell-Model Interaction for No-Core Model Spaces 

4.1 Introduction 

We discuss the use of the no-core Pauli operator for calculating the effective 

shell-model interaction. The goal is to obtain a simple, but useful form of the 

effective interaction, avoiding the problems of divergence due to intruder states. 

The techniques are first applied to "He as a test case for the convergence properties 

of this method. We then calculate the binding energy of 180. Light nuclei are 

perfect for testing the convergence and general use of the no-core method. Because 

of the relatively few particles involved in the calculation, the model space needed 

to do such a calculation is of manageable size, and the numerical calculations are 

relatively quick to perform. As a first case, the ground-state properties of 4 He are 

used to test the convergence of no-core calculations as a function of increasing size 

of the no-core model space. Next, the method is applied to 180. In this case, the 

model space is truncated to exclude an inert 4He core and, hence, the effective 

interaction is diagonalized in what is known as a doubly-partitioned model space 

[35]. Because of the use of a smaller model space than that for which the reaction 

matrix is calculated, second-order terms appropriate to the truncation scheme 

[14, 20] are added. These results are studied and compared with the binding 

energy of 180. 
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4.2 Removal of Spurious Center-of-Mass Effects 

The spurious center-of-mass (OM) contribution arising from the kinetic

energy operator is a major problem in shell-model calculations, especially in light 

nuclei. This leads to spurious energies and spurious states that contaminate the 

energy spectrum. In analogy with chapter 3, we explicitly remove the spurious 

OM component of the kinetic-energy operator from the Hamiltonian by writing 

the kinetic-energy operator as the sum of its relative and its eM components. The 

Hamiltonian is chosen to be to be 

H = Trcl + V, (4.1) 

which removes the effects of the spurious eM motion from the kinetic-energy op

erator. 

In analogy with the theory and methods used in chapter 3, the effective 

Hamiltonian to first order in Trel can be written as 

(4.2) 

where the effective NN interaction inside the nucleus is given byeq. (2.23). 

Q 
Veff = [V + V E /l, Veff]tlvt. 

0- 0 
(4.3) 

As we calculate the energy spectra of the nuclei in question, the shell-model 

many-body wavefunctions, that are not in the lowest eM configuration, (i.e., their 

principal quantum number .NOM :I 0), are multiplied by a large number, so that all 

low-lying states of interest are in the same eM state. In this way, the calculation 

is more-or-Iess rid of spurious eM components in the wavefunction, barring zero

point motion (EoM = ~1in). 
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Figure 4.1: The binding energy of oCHe (in MeV) as a function of the intermedi
ate-state excitation energy, n lin. The no-core reaction matrix is calculated in 3 
space with a starting energy of w = -17 MeV. 

4.3 Application of the No-Core Method 

4.3.1 oCHe 

As a test case for the usefulness of this method, we first choose "He. The 

matrix elements of G are calculated as a function of the starting energy, w, in 

a harmonic-oscillator basis (lin = 19.0 MeV), using the Reid soft-core potential 

[2], including higher partial waves of angular momentum up through .1 ~ 5. The 

no-core calculations of G are done for four different no-core two-particle Pauli 

operators. Computer-disk-space limitations currently restrict the choice of the 

size of the Pauli-forbidden space Q'lP = 0 to vary from the Os to the OsOp to the 

OsOp1s0d and finally to include the OsOp1s0dlpOj shells. These are referred to as 

the 0, I, 2, and 3 spaces, respectively. Complete no-core shell-model calculations 

are done for four particles. Because the model spaces are limited, it is important 

to adjust the value of w to produce the best value for the binding energy of 4He. To 

weaken the dependence upon the starting energy, w, the first-order folded diagram 

[15, 33] (as shown in fig. 2.3) is added to G to form Veft'. 

The OXBASH shell-model code [34] is used to diagonalize the matrix 
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Figure 4.2: The binding energy of "He as a function of the size of the no-core 
(Q'lP = 0) model space in which G is calculated for several different values of the 
starting energy, w. EXPT=BE(4He)=28.3 MeV. EXACT=exact result using the 
Reid soft-core potential = 22.9 MeV. 

elements of Trel + Veil and to produce the binding energy of "He as a function 

of w and as a function of the excitation energy of the nucleons from the lowest

lying configuration ( i.e.,from the 0 An space). The binding energy of "He as a 

function of n An in 3 space is shown in fig. 4.1 using Trel + VeJI' as the Hamiltonian. 

The results converge nicely with increasing n An and saturate at 6 An, although 

excitations to 12 1&n are possible. These numbers indicate a convergence with the 

intermediate-state energy. 

In fig. 4.2 the results for the "He binding energy as a function of the 

size of the no-core space are shown for different values of w. Again, the results 

converge reasonably quickly as a function of the size of the no-core model space. 

The results oscillate as the space size increases and new major shells are included, 

some of whose members strongly couple to certain lower-lying orbitals. The results 

appear to be converging, but this needs to be tested by going to even larger no

core model spaces. Because the results are w dependent, a value for w can be 

found which yields reasonable agreement with the results of an exact four-body 

calculation for "He using the same potential [36]. The need to treat was a variable 

parameter indicates the known deficiencies of this simple model, such as the lack 

of a more "modem" interaction with a weaker tensor force, lack of a self-consistent 
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basis space and also the lack of three-body forces. The rms radius for "He, using 

w = 21.0 MeV, is 1.73 fm which is close to the experimental value of 1.67 fm [37]. 

4.3.2 180 

In the calculation of the binding energy of 180, G is calculated for w = 
37.0 MeV in a harmonic-oscillator basis (lin = 14.0 MeV) using the Reid soft-core 

potential. The results are highly sensitive to the choice of the starting energy, 

which is treated as a free parameter. 

Second-order Diagrams 

The no-core model spaces employed, go from the Os Op Is0d to the Os Op 

Is0d lpO! to the Os Op lsOd IpO! 2sldOg to the Os Op ls0d lpO! 2sldOg 2pl!Oh 

shells. In analogy with section 4.3.1, these are referred to as the 2, 3, 4 and 5 

spaces, respectively. 

The matrix elements of Trel + G are diagonalized in the OplsOd valence

model space only due to the difficulty of performing a complete shell-model diago

nalization of 18 particles in the full 3, 4 or 5 spaces. Excitations of up to 4 lin are 

allowed from the Op-shell into the lsOd-shell, where restrictions on the minimum 

and maximum number of particles allowed in each subshell are employed, as shown 

in table 4.1. 

Subshell min. max. 
OP3/2 7 8 
OPI/2 1 4 
IS1/ 2 0 2 
OdS/ 2 0 4 
Od3/2 0 1 

Table 4.1: The minimum and maximum number of particles allowed in the Op and 
Is0d subshells in the shell-model calculation of 180. 
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(b) (0) 

Figure 4.3: Second-order diagrams in the no-core G matrix, appropriate for 
truncation to a smaller model space. a) Four-particle two-hole diagram b) 
Core-polarization diagram c) Two particle-ladder diagram. 

The truncation excludes an inert 4He core from the model space of ac

tive particles; therefore, higher-order terms, that is, all appropriate second-order 

diagrams in G, are employed in order to compensate for the truncation which 

now includes hole states. This includes a 4p-2h (four-particle two-hole) term, a 

core-polarization term and a two-particle ladder term, all of which are shown in 

fig. 4.3.a, band c, respectively. The two-particle ladder term is needed because G 

with a no-core Pauli operator does not allow any two-particle ladder scatterings 

inside the no-core model space, and as we truncate to a smaller model space, these 

two-particle ladder scatterings must be accounted for. 

The two-particle ladder term is written as 

~(G ) _ _ !N. " < cdJT I G I wxJT >< wxJT I G I abJT > 
2p-/adder - 2 abed L..J ~E . 

w~ 

(4.4) 

The normalization, Nabed, is defined as 

(4.5) 

The states a, b, c and d are all pa.rticle states in the valence space. This 

expression looks similar to the one used for the 4p-2h diagrams; however, in this 

case w and x are both particle lines, which can be either in the valence-model space 
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or in the excluded space with the restriction that they cannot be in the valence

model space at the same time. Because the two-particle ladder calculation is done 

in a valence space which includes two major shells, Op and ls0d, it is possible to 

"excite" a particle to a state of lower energy which leads to a new problem. If the 

energy denominator is defined as 

(4.6) 

and NOlie is defined as the average number of flO excitations for the process in 

question, i.e. 

(4.7) 

then zero-energy denominators occur, if for example a, bE Is!, wE OP!, x E 1Pi 

and c, dE Is!. This problem is unique in that it only occurs because the calculation 

is performed in a valence space which includes two major shells. To checl<: the 

magnitude of the contribution of the zero-energy denominator diagrams to G, the 

energy denominator is redefined to include a spin-orbit term in order to break up 

the degeneracy: 

(4.8) 

where the spin-orbit energy is given by 

!lEllo = -~e(j(j + 1) -/(1 + 1) - s(s + 1)) (4.9) 

and e is adjusted so that the spin-orbit force fits the ~+ -+ ~+ splitting in the 

spectrum of 170. The quantum numbers j,1 and s describe the total angular mo

mentum, the orbital-angular momentum and the intrinsic spin of the subshell in 

question. The contribution of these zero-energy-denominator terms, as calculated 

in a spin-orbit basis, range from a few keY up to 1 Mev and, thus, cannot be 

ignored. Wherever the hole states, i.e., Op states, occur we have included an oc

cupation probability of 83 %, as calculated by Davies and McCarthy for the same 

interaction and parameters [38]. This weakens the influence of the degenerate zero

energy-denominator terms. Ideally this calculation should be done entirely in a 
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self-consistent Hartree-Fock basis; however, for the purposes of looking at trends 

of convergence, the above method will suffice. For a more complete and physically 

correct way around the zero-energy denominator problem, one could include either 

the IpOJ shell in the no-core valence space, or, even better, do a complete 4 hO 

intermediate-state excitation calculation, in which case these diagrams would not 

occur. 

Energy Spectra for 180 

Because the shell-model calculation of the binding energy of 180 excludes a 

"He core, single-particle energies must be included in the calculation. The single

particle energies for the 2, 3, 4 and 5 space no-core model spaces, which are calcu

lated self-consistently to first order by the equation 

fj = 2(2.
1+ 1) E (2J + 1)(2T + 1) < jcJT I Trel + G I jcJT >, 

J c,J,T 
(4.10) 

are shown in table 4.2. The subshell for which each single-particle energy is cal

culated is labelled j, and the summation is over core states, c, as well as total 

angular momentum, J, and isospin, T. The self-consistently calculated value for 

the OP! -+ OP! splitting is about 2.5 - 3.0 MeV, which is of the same order of 

magnitude as the energy difference between the ~ - and the ~- states of SHe. In 

5Li, the l + state is below the ~+ state, as is also indicated by the single-particle 

Subs hell 2 space 3 space 4 space 5 space 
Opa/2 -9.87 -7.37 -6.46 -5.67 

OP1/2 -6.30 -4.53 -3.61 -2.86 
181/2 -5.80 -4.22 -3.05 -2.47 
Od5/ 2 -0.68 -0.05 0.59 0.97 
Oda/2 1.40 2.14 2.76 3.15 

Table 4.2: Single-particle energies (in MeV) calculated self-consistently to first 
order with the interaction Trel + G. 
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Figure 4.5: The binding energy of ISO (in MeV) as a function of of the no-core 
model space using the interaction T reI + G plus the appropriate second-order dia
grams in G for diagonalization in the psd shell-model space. 

the interaction is appropriate for the truncated valence-model space of the OplsOd 

space. Again, the over-all trend is a decrease in binding energy as the size of the 

no-core model space is increased. The addition of the diagrams to the calculation 

increases the 5 space binding energy by 50-60 MeV and brings the binding energy 

into closer agreement with the accepted value. Also, in the calculation which 

includes the second-order terms, there is a huge increase in the binding energy 

from 2 to 3 space. This is due to the two-particle-ladder terms (discussed in 

subsection 4.3.2) which introduce a large contribution in 3 space. These terms 

are absent in the 2 space calculation due to the Pauli Exclusion Principle. From 

3 to 4 space, the binding energy decreases dramatically due to the weakening of 

the G matrix elements. The results seem to be slowly converging from 4 to 5 

space. The higher-order terms lead to an increase in binding from 4 to 5 space 

which is offset by the over-all weakening of G, combined with the larger energy 

denominators which weaken some second-order contributions. In order to fully 

confirm this convergence, 6 - 10 space calculations need to be performed. 
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Figure 4.4: The binding energy of ISO (in MeV) as a function of the size of the 
no-core model space using the interaction Trel + G for diagonalization in the psd 
shell-model space. 

level systematics of table 4.2. That is, the ls! single-particle energy lies below 

that of Odt. 

A 4 An intermediate-state excitation shell-model calculation using 5 space 

G matrix elements, with the subshelI restrictions depicted in table 4.1 is performed. 

The Hamiltonian is T rel + G including the second-order diagrams, and the starting 

energy is 37.0 MeV. This yields a binding energy of 126.0 MeV. This binding energy 

is in good agreement with the accepted value of 125.4 MeV (BEeSO) relative to a 

"He core) [39]. 

The binding energy of ISO, as a function of no-core space size, is shown 

in fig. 4.4 using only Trel + G for diagonalization in the psd shell-model space. 

The results show underbinding as well as a slow convergence with increasing space 

size. The underbinding is clearly due to the fact that Trel + G is not the correct 

effective interaction for this truncated model space. As the size of the Q2p = 0 

space is increased, the G matrix elements are weakened, which further results in 

the binding energy being reduced. 

Figure 4.5 shows a similar shell-model calculation, using Trel +G+ second

order diagrams. In this case, due to inclusion of the second-order terms in G, 
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4.4 Conclusion 

We have utilized a no-core approach to solving for the effective shell-model in

teraction, where the effective interaction is diagonalized in the entire model space, 

so that all higher-order processes which include hole-state diagrams vanish. The 

4He results indicate that the no-core method produces the sought for effects, which 

include a simple form of the effective interaction, as well as trends which indicate 

convergence as a function of space size. The actual value of the binding energy 

and the rms radius of 4He are in reasonable agreement with experimental value. 

Similarly, for the 180 results, the method seems to converge slowly with increasing 

size of the no-core model space. In this case, T rei + G is diagonalized in a model 

space smaller than the one for which the effective interaction is calculated. This 

convergence should be confirmed by larger space calculations. This lowest-order 

calculation for 180 is underbound compared to the experimental value. By includ

ing the second-order diagrams and, thereby, making the interaction appropriate 

for the valence-model space used, the binding energy is within a reasonable order 

of magnitude of the experimental result (with the right choice of w). There is also 

a possible trend towards faster convergence. 

In the next chapter use is made of the Lee-Suzuki method [19] to eliminate 

the w dependence of the matrix elements of the effective interaction. In the future, 

with the use of computers with larger memory and disk space, the no-core methods 

can be applied to Is0d and lpOf shell nuclei diagonalizing in the full space with 

no restrictions on the intermediate-state excitations. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Lee-Suzuki Approach for Constructing Starting-Energy Independent 

Effective Interactions in Nuclei. 

5.1 Introduction 

One of the major difficulties in calculating the effective interaction, as men

tioned in the previous chapter, is that the perturbation-series expansion in powers 

of the Brueckner reaction matrix does not converge within the first few orders. 

Higher-order terms are very difficult to compute. Schucan and Weidenmiiller [17] 

have shown that in cases when intruder states are present in the model space, the 

perturbation series must diverge. Another problem is that the reaction matrix 

depends on a seemingly arbitrary parameter, the starting energy, which cannot be 

removed when one calculates the effective interaction, due to the incompleteness of 

the summation over the folded diagrams. In practice, one picks a starting energy 

which gives the most reasonable results. 

Some ten years ago, Lee and Suzuki [19] proposed a new approach to the 

effective interaction on the basis of a similarity transformation. They suggested an 

iteration method which brings convergence to the effective interaction by summing 

over the folded diagrams to all orders. This approach also assures the independence 

of the results on the starting energy. 

First, one evaluates the so-called Q-box, which is the Brueckner reaction 

matrix plus the sum over all higher-order diagrams in the reaction matrix, including 

many-body terms (excluding the folded diagrams). This is an infinite series of 
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irreducible, valence-linked diagrams [40]. 

The evaluation of the Q-box can be greatly simplified, if one, in the eval

uation of the reaction ma.trix, employs a Pauli projection operator which does not 

contain an inert core. This operator is described in the previous chapter. Since 

there are no hole lines, the Q-box is identical to the bare reaction matrix, which 

consists of ladder diagrams (to all orders). This can be calculated exactly. In this 

work, only two-particle terms in eq. (2.23) are included in the calculation of the 

effective interaction, with the logic, that one first must solve the two-body problem 

accurately before being able to assess the importance of higher-body terms. 

First a brief look at the calculation of the Brueckner reaction matrix is 

given, followed by a description of the Lee-Suzuki formalism and its application 

by Poppelier and Brussaard [41]. Then a slightly different iteration equation as 

proposed by Zheng, Vary and Barrett is discussed [42]. The approach yields the 

starting-energy independent matrix elements of the effective interaction and the 

procedure is applied to the lightest bound nuclear system, the deuteron. 

5.2 Calculation of the Brueckner Reaction Matrix 

Let us consider the eigenvalue problem 

(5.1) 

where H is the full Hamiltonian and l'lIj > is the wave function of an A-particle 

system. The Hamiltonian H consists of the relative kinetic-energy term T rei (i.e., 

the center-of-mass kinetic energy has been removed, as shown in chapter 3) [31] 

and the NN potential,V, is given by the two-body Reid soft-core potential. The 

full nuclear Hamiltonian is written 

H = Trel + V = Ho + (Trel + V - Ho) = Ho + HI, (5.2) 

where Ho is an arbitrary unperturbed Hamiltonian and HI = Trel + V - Ho. 
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In the calculation of G (the Brueckner reaction matrix), that is, the Q-box, 

we define a two-particle Pauli projection operator, Q2p , which detel'mines the size 

of the Pauli allowed and forbidden two-particle scattering spaces. The Brueckner 

reaction matrix, which is the infinite sum of two-particle ladder diagrams, is defined 

as 
Q2p 

G(w) = Hr + Hr R G(w). 
w- 0 

(5.3) 

The starting energy, w, applying in eq. (5.3), is the energy of the two particles 

as they occur in a given process. This state-dependent quantity is sought to be 

removed by the Lee-Suzuki similarity transformation. One can obtain a value for 

G which is independent of the starting energy. As shown in chapter 2, the effective 

interaction is written 

Q' 
Veff(w) = [G{w) + G{w) E· R Veff(w)]Clvt , 

0- 0 
(5.4) 

where Q' allows scattering to all intermediate states outside the model space, 

excepting those two-particle-ladder scatterings already included in the calculation 

of G, and again, only totally-linked terms are considered. 

As in the previous chapters, the reaction matrix, G, is calculated by use 

of the Barrett-Hewitt-McCarthy method [20], as modified by Vary and Yang [11]. 

The first step is to compute the reference reaction matrix, G R, which gives a first 

approximation to G. In analogy with section 2.4, the reference reaction matrix is 

given by setting Q2P = 1 in eq. (5.3), so that 

1 
GR{W) = Hr + Hr R GR{W). 

w- 0 
(5.5) 

Note that, unlike the previous chapters, in the equations for G and GR, the full 

expression for the residual interaction, Hr = TreI + V - Ho, is used. The steps 

for solving for GR are as shown in eq. (2.27) - eq. (2.34), with the exception that 

because the expression for Hr includes TreI explicitly, eigenvectors and eigenenergies 

used in eq. (2.33) are those obtained from the equation 

(T reI + V) I tPi >= Ei I tPi > (5.6) 
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rather than those from eq. (2.31). 

5.3 Lee-Suzuki Formalism 

In this section, the Lee-Suzuki formalism is reviewed. The operator, P, 

which projects onto the model space and the operator, Q, which projects onto 

the excluded space are introduced. The two operators are eigenprojectors of the 

unperturbed Hamiltonian, Ho, and satisfy the relations: 

P+Q=l 

PHoQ = QHoP = 0 

[Ho, P] = [Ho, Q] = O. 

Because P and Q are projection operators it follows that 

p 2 =p 

and 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

The goal is to construct an effective Hamiltonian, 1ief£' acting inside the model 

space, whose eigenvalues are a subset of the eigenvalues of the full Hamiltonian, 

H. 

A similarity transformation of H has no effect on the eigenvalue spectrum 

of the Hamiltonian and can be written 

1i = X-1HX, (5.12) 

where X is a transformation operator which is defined in the entire P + Q space 

and whose inverse exists. The transformed Hamiltonian is decomposed into four 

parts 

1i = P1iP + P1iQ + Q1iP + Q1iQ. (5.13) 
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For P'HP to be a P-space effective interaction 'HefF, we require 

Q'HP = QX-1HXP = O. (5.14) 

It then follows that any P-space eigenvalue is also an eigenvalue of 'H and, therefore, 

of H: 

(5.15) 

This is true for any state I tPi > in the model space P. We choose for the similarity 

transformation 

(5.16) 

where S is an operator which has the properties 

S=QSP (5.17) 

PSP = QSQ = PSQ = o. (5.18) 

It follows from eq. (5.17) that S2 = S3 = ... = 0, which leads to the expression 

eS = 1 + S. (5.19) 

The four parts of the Hamiltonian can by the help of eqs. (5.8) - (5.11) and 

eqs. (5.17) - (5.19) be written 

P'HP = PHP + PHrQS, (5.20) 

P'HQ = PHQ, (5.21) 

Q1lP = QHrP + QHQS - SPHP - SPHrQS (5.22) 

and 

Q'HQ = QHQ·- SPHrQ. (5.23) 

Because of the condition in eq. (5.14), eq. (5.22) is set equal to zero. Solving that 

equation yields an expression for S, which in turn can be substituted into eq. (5.20) 

to solve for the effective Hamiltonian. 

-_ ... _._ .. -._--_ ... ~.-".' .'- .. __ ..... -_._---
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The effective interaction is defined 

Veff = 'Heff - PHoP = PHrP - PHrQS, (5.24) 

so that the Schrodinger equation employing the effective Hamiltonian is written 

(5.25) 

where Ei is a subset of the exact energies of the full Hamiltonian H. To solve for 

S, eq. (5.22) is set equal to zero and a quantity wS, (w, a scalar, is the starting 

energy), is added on both sides of the equation. After some lines of algebra, the 

expression obtained for S is 

1 1 
S = w _ QHQ QHrP - w _ QHQSP(Ho - w + Veff)P, (5.26) 

In order to solve the above equation iteratively for S, a quantity Z is 

introduced: 

Z = PHoP-wP+ Veff. (5.27) 

Using the expression derived in appendix A for the G matrix, we can write a 

"generalized" G matrix as 

Q 
G= Hr+Hr R G. 

w- 0 
(5.28) 

Since the interaction is defined only in the model space, P, this can also be written 

1 
G = PHrP + PHrQ If, QGP. 

w- 0 
(5.29) 

By iterating this Dyson equation and summing to all orders, the generalized G 

matrix is rewritten: 

1 
G(w) = PHrP + PHrQ w _ QHQ QHrP. (5.30) 

This equation is also referred to as the Q-box when only non-folded terms are 

kept in its perturbation-theory expansion. It is a many-body equation, but for the 
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purposes of this work only the two-body aspects of the equation will be discussed. 

With the use of eq. (5.27) and eq. (5.30), eq. (5.26) can be expressed in terms of 

G and Z as 

1 
(1 + PHrQ w _ QHQS)Z = PHoP - wP + G(w). (5.31) 

The general iteration equation for the solution of Z by Poppelier and Brussaard is 

written 

where 

Zo = PHo - wP + G(w), 
1 

Zl = 1- G
1 

Zo, 

1 
Z2 = Zo 

1- G1 - G2Z1 

and so forth and Gk is the k-th derivative of G(w) over k!: 

1 dkG(w) 
Gk(W) = k! dwk . 

(5.33) 

(5.34) 

(5.35) 

(5.36) 

If the iteration procedure converges, the effective interaction can be obtained from 

eq. (5.27). 

In any practical application of the iteration procedure (5.32), only a finite 

number of derivatives Gk can be included in the calculation of Z. If we assume 

that the nth derivative of G (n > N) is zero, eq. (5.32) can be rewritten as 

1 
Zn= Zoo 

1- G1 - G2Zn- 1 - G3Zn-2Zn-l - ... - GNZn-N+1Zn-N+2··· Zn-l 
(5.37) 

It is easy to see that if the iteration is to converge, the converged value Z has to 

. satisfy the following equation, which can be obtained from eq. (5.37) by taking the 

limit n -+ 00 and identifying Zn=oo = Z: 
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Matrix element BareG Non-Herm. 'HefT Herm. 'HefT 
(1 4 1 4) 17.43593 11.85565 11.84394 
(1 4 2 5) -4.59415 -2.40146 -2.04841 
(1 4 3 6) -6.49710 -3.40133 -2.90194 
(2 5 2 5) 20.59879 11.97024 11.97415 
(2 5 3 6) 0.79528 -1.42422 -1.41802 
(3 6 3 6) 21.16113 10.96583 10.97364 

Table 5.1: Matrix elements (MeV) of the effective interaction for the 3 space 
J = 0+, T = 0 matrix, w = 33.0 MeV 

This leads to an alternative iteration equation (Zl = 0, n ;:::: 2): 

1 
Zn = 2 N 1 ZOo (5.39) 1 - G1 - G2Zn- 1 - G3Zn_1 - ••• - GNZn_1 

The above iteration equation can also be applied to a case for which the k-th 

derivative of the G matrix does not vanish (but is sufficiently small so the iteration 

converges) for any large k. 

5.4 Results 

5.4.1 Matrix Elements 

In the previous sections, relevant formulae are given, for applying the 

Lee-Suzuki iteration method to the calculation of the effective interaction. In this 

section we present the results of this calculation for the Reid soft-core potential. 

To start the calculation, G(w) is calculated for various different w values 

in order to obtain precision derivatives as needed in eq. (5.36). To calculate the 

derivatives, a Taylor expansion of the function, G(w), is used: 

When G(w) has been obatined for N different values of w, N different Taylor ex

pansions of these G(w) for the same point w = a can be written. In the expansions 
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only up to k = N - 1 are kept. Thus we have N equations for N unknowns which 

are: G(a) , G1(a) , G2(a), ... , GN _ 1(a). These N unknowns can be easily obtained 

by a matrix inversion. This method is reliable when G(w) does not oscillate in 

going from WI to W2, ••• , to WN. IT G(w) contains a pole in the region from WI to 

WN, one has to divide the set of W values into two groups on either side of the pole. 

The fixed point, a, should be inside the region [W1!WN), but it is not necessary that 

it taltes on one of those specific W values. The w's need not be equally spaced. 

For a 3-space calculation, there are many (J,T) matrices, the convergence 

criterion of which, we have chosen to be: 

E 1 rt:1r(i,j) - 'H:il(i,j)) 1< NME * Ceon , 
iSi 

(5.41) 

where NME is the number of matrix elements for the particular (J,T) matrix in 

3-space. In other words, the convergence criterion is that the difference between 

the effective Hamiltonian at nth iteration and a.t the (n _l)th iteration is smaller 

than Ceon (per matrix element). For the J = 1+, T = 0 matrix, when Ceon = 10-6
, 

convergence is reached for n=71. 

The results for the J = 0+, T = 0 matrix elements for the 3 space no-core 

calculation (up through the lpOf shell, as discussed in the previous chapter) are 

shown in table 5.1 for W = 33.0 MeV and in table 5.2 for W = 75.0 MeV. For 

both tables the notation is as follows: In the first column each two-particle matrix 

element is designated by four numbers, two for the two particles in the bra and 

Matrix element Bare G Non-Herm. 'H.elr Herm. 'Heir 

(1 4 1 4) 18.13232 -11.85564 11.85204 
(1 4 2 5) -4.92082 -2.40146 -2.05175 
(1 4 3 6) -6.95909 -3.40132 -2.90668 
(2 5 2 5) 21.81798 11.97023 11.97143 
(2 5 3 6) 1.34449 -1.142423 -1.42186 
(3 6 3 6) 22.76868 10.96582 10.96821 

Table 5.2: Matrix elements (MeV) of the effective interaction for the 3 space 
J = 0+, T = 0 matrix, W = 75.0 MeV 
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two for t?e two particles in the ket, where 1 = Os~, 2 = Op~, 3 = OPi' 4 = 1st, 
5 = lPt, and 6 = Ip~. The second column depicts the G matrix before the 

Lee-Suzuku similarity transformation. The third and fourth columns shown the 

effective interaction after the transformation, both non-hermitian and hermitian, 

respectively. 

It is clear that the bare G matrix elements show a dependence on the 

starting energy. After the Lee-Suzuki transformation the matrix elements at either 

starting energy agree to four places after the decim'al point. The matrix elements 

after the transformation are non-hermitian. Suzuki has written a later paper in 

which he derived a hermitian form for the Lee-Suzuki effective interaction [43]. To 

get to column four, however, a simply average to get a hermitian matrix yields 

very similar results. Kuo et. al. [44] have shown that for bound nuclear systems, 

this is an excellent approximation for states with a large overlap with the model 

space. The hermitian matrix elements shown in the fourth column of the two 

tables show agreement to two and sometimes three digits after the decimal point. 

This is acceptable, since GR is only calcula.ted to the precision of 10-3 MeV. 

5.4.2 Application to the Deuteron 

To apply this method to the calulation of the binding energy of the deuteron, 

o space ( Os shell) and 3 space (through IpOJ shell) G matrices are calculated for 

w values ranging from -2.0 to -30.0 MeV. Including Trel in the calculation of GR, 

introduces a dependence on the number of particles into the effective Hamiltonian. 

For each nucleus of A particles, a different effective Hamiltonian must be employed. 

In the deuteron calculation, great care is taken to see that the eigenvalues for 

Trel + V in the Reid soft-core 3S1 _3 DI coupled channel, reproduce the binding 

energy of the deuteron to an accuracy of 2.221 MeV. 

In the Lee-Suzuki transformation, for the almost trivial O-space, the con

vergence criterion, the difference between the n'h and the (n - l)'h derivative of 
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the G matrix, converges rapidly. When Ceon = 10-6 , n is 4 and when Ceon = 10-8 , 

n is 5. In both cases, the converged 'Herr is -2.221 MeV. For 3-space, the J = 1 +, 

T = 0 matrix is the only matrix of consequence, as long as only the deuteron 

binding energy is considered. When Ceon = 10-6 , convergence is reached for n=71. 

The 0 space shell-model calculation of the deuteron binding energy yields 

2.221 MeV and the 3 space calculation yields 2.221 MeV. The first result is exact 

and the second result is in good agreement with experiment, showing that for a 

two-particle calculation the treatment of the kinetic-energy operator and the Lee

Suzuki iteration procedure produces the correct results. In both the 0 space and 

the 3 space calculations, the fixed value of the starting energy is a = -2 MeV. The 

choice of this value is not unique, because the converged effective Hamiltonian does 

not depend on the starting energy. However, if the fixed starting energy at which 

point the derivatives are calculated is far away from the pole in G, -2.221 MeV, 

the number of iterations required for convergence increases rapidly. 

5.5 Conclusion 

We have considered the similarity transformation of the Hamiltonian for the 

derivation of the effective interaction. By use of no-core G matrices, the Q-box has 

been calculated exactly in the two-particle representation. This Q-box used in the 

iteration procedure put forth by Zheng, Vary and Barrett, yields matrix elements 

of the effective interaction which converge rapidly and which are starting-energy 

independent. 

Shell-model calculations for the deuteron yields a binding energy of 2.221 

and 2.221 Me V, for the 0 and 3 spaces, respectively. The first result is exact, 

and the second result is in good agreement with experiment showing that for a 

two-particle calculation the treatment of the kinetic-energy operator and the Lee

Suzuki iteration procedure produces the correct results. 
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CHAPTER 6 

The Elastic Transverse-Magnetic Formfactor of 170 

6.1 Why is 170 a Nucleus Worthy of Study? 

The shell model has been very succesful in explaining the structure of many 

nuclei. In particular, the magnetic properties of nuclei with one nucleon outside 

a closed shell should be explained by the properties of the single-particle orbital 

outside the closed shell. A good case to study is 170, which has one neutron in the 

Odt orbital outside the doubly-magic 160 nucleus. The static magnetic moment 

of 170 is -1.894 P-N [45] which is very close to the Schmidt value of -1.913 P-N' 

The existence of a sizable quadrupole moment (-2.562 e· fm2) [46] for the ground 

state of 170 and the large E2 strengths connecting the ground state to the t + 

(0.871 MeV) and ~+ (5.083 MeV) states, indicate a limit to the usefulness of the 

extreme single-particle model. These effects are due to the non-spherical structure 

of the 160 core which influences the magnetization of 170. 

The most direct information on the radial distribution of individual orbits 

is obtained from elastic-electron scattering from the high-order multipole distribu

tion of the nuclear magnetization density [47]. For the 170 ground state J1f = ~+ 

the magnetic elastic (e,e) cross section consists of overlapped MI, M3 and M5 

multipole components. The single-particle view is invalidated by configuration 

mixing; that is, the experimental magnetic forrnfactor shows substantial disagree

ment with theory over the entire range of measured data [48, 49]. Inclusion of 

core-polarization effects, meson-exchange currents and effective three-body forces 

does not completely resolve this discrepancy [50]. The M5 multipole, however, 
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is largely determined by the Od! orbit, and for purposes of studying only this 

multipole, the single-particle view is justified. 

6.2 Brief Formfactor Theory 

6.2.1 The Cross Section of a Nucleus 

The scattering cross section is a convenient meeting ground for theory and 

experiment. Each nucleus is represented by a target area called the cross section. 

If a particle hits within this area, a scattering event takes place. By the cross 

section it is not meant to be understood the size of the nucleus. Rather, as the 

centers of the projectile particle and the target particle come as close together, as 

the radius of the cross section, on the average, a scattering event takes place. The 

cross section, (1', determines how many particles are scattered from a beam passing 

through the target. In order to study the directions of the scattered particles, 

the concept of a differential cross section is introduced. If the cross section is 

represented by (1', a small part of that surface area is represented by d(1'(O, t/J). 

If the projectile hits within this smaller area, it is scattered into a solid angle 

dO = sin( O)dOdt/J, centered around the scattering angle, 0, and the angle t/J. The 

differential cross section is defined as dO'~~I/l). 

In the Born approximation of scattering, where the scattered particles 

are depicted as plane waves, and the target nucleus is taken to be at rest, the 

differential cross section for ultra-relativistic electrons (E > > mec2) is 

411'(1'M 2 
(2E.in:l(~) F (q,O), 

1 + 2 M,.. 

d(1'(O,t/J) 
= dO 

(6.1) 

where MA is the target mass and UIII is the Mott cross section, the Rutherford 

cross section for scattering from point-like particles. It is expressed 

_ ( acos(t) )2 
(1'M - 2 . 2( 6) , fsm i 

(6.2) 
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where a = 1~1 is the fine-structure constant, f is the energy of the incident parti

cle. The term P2(0, i/J) depicts the formfactor of the target nucleus, and q is the 

momentum transferred. 

6.2.2 The Formfactor of a Nucleus 

Theory of Electro-Magnetic Operators 

The electron scattering formfactor is the Fourier transform of the current 

and charge distributions of the nucleus. The formfactor F2( q, 0) may be written 

in terms of longitudinal (I.) and transverse (T) form factors, each independent of 

0: 

(6.3) 

Both components are related to J"" the nuclear electro-magnetic current operator. 

This work concerns itself solely with Ff,(q). 

The nuclear electro-magnetic current operator can be written 

J", = (J(r), p(r», (6.4) 

where p(r) is the charge density operator and 

(6.5) 

is the current density operator. The subscript c indicates current due to the motion 

of charged particles and m refers to current due to the intrinsic magnetic moment 

of the nucleus. If meson-exchange currents are neglected then one can write 

(6.6) 

where Pi = tv is the momentum of each particle (n = c = 1), and e(i) is defined 

as 

e(i) = ~[l + 73(i)], (6.7) 
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which is the elementary charge. In general, ~(1 ±T3) projects protons and neutrons, 

respectively. The second operator, Jm(r), is defined by 

(6.8) 

where Il(r) is the intrinsic magnetic moment, defined by 

(6.9) 

In these expressions 

(6.10) 

is the magnetic moment of a nucleon, the O'(i) represent the Pauli spin matrices, 

and IIp and Iln are the proton and neutron magnetic moments, which are 2.793 and 

-1.913 IlN, respectively. The nuclear electro-magnetic current operator is Fourier 

transformed such that in momentum space 

(6.11) 

In calculating the transverse magnetic elastic formfactor, all initial and 

final states are the same and have definite angular momentum. It is useful to 

expand the exponential in eq. (6.11) into a multipole series of vector spherical 

harmonics and spherical bessel functions. By use of the Wigner-Eckhart theorem 

[51], the transverse magnetic formfactor reduced in angular momentum is given by 

(6.12) 

where the multipole operator is defined by 

(6.13) 

The spherical bessel functions are given by h(qr), and the YfJ,(Or) are vector 

spherical harmonics. Note that the functions yJM(Or) with only one angular mo

mentum subscript J define the spherical harmonics. 
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Using eq. (6.4) and the definitions of all its operators and inserting it into 

eq. (6.13) yields 

iTi,:;P(i) = M
q 

[-e(i)MJ)(ri)' !V(i) + p(i)(;"V x MJ)(ri)' u(i)], (6.14) 
q 'q 

where 

MM(r) = 1 ;(r x V)M:t (r), 
VJ(J + 1)' 

(6.15) 

and 

(6.16) 

Donnelly and Walecka [52] rewrite the transverse magnetic operator as 

- iTiMg(i) = !{-e(i)MJ)(ri)' ~V(i) + ~p(i) x 

( fJ+l M r--:r- M ( } V 2T+fMJ,J-l (ri) - V 2T+fMJ,J+l ri))' Ui . (6.17) 

In the case of 170 in the extreme single-particle model only a valence neutron 

contributes to the calculation, which means that the first term in eq. (6.14), which 

is due to the motion of charged particles, does not contribute. The reduced matrix 

elements for the operators of the second term can be written 

I' I L 

{ : L I} 1 1 1 < n'I'j' I iL(qr) I nlj >, (6.18) 
~ ~ o 0 
j' J J 

where by [I] is understood V2T+T, 

and Rn/j(r) is the radial part of the wavefunction. 

The matrix elements in eq. (6.18) are given in terms of single-particle 

wavefunctions, the choices of which will be discussed in a later section. 
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Application of Operator Theory to 170 

This work deals with the transverse magnetic elastic formfactor of 170 in 

the extreme singleMparticle basis. The calculation will be done in a basis of good 

angular momentum, J, and isospin, T. In order to explicitly show the isospin de

pendence of the single-nucleon magnetic dipole operator, eq. (6.10), it is rewritten 

where 

and 

The isospin operator is written 

T=O,MT= 0 

T= I,MT =O 

(6.20) 

(6.21) 

(6.22) 

(6.23) 

In general matrix elements are needed between nuclear manYMbody states 

labelled I JiMJ;; Ti, MT; >, which are nuclear configurations of protons and neu

trons. Using the Wigner-Eckhart theorem one can write the matrix elements of 

Tj,AlJiT,MT in a basis of good J and T, as 

(6.24) 

where the symbol III indicates that the matrix element has been reduced in both 

angular momentum and isospin. 
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In practice, electromagnetic probes perturb the nucleus only slightly, so to 

a good approximation most transitions can be described by one-body components. 

With this approach in mind, one can write the reduced matrix element in terms 

of sums over one-body density matrix elements 

< Jij Ti III T:J;;,u III JJj TJ >= L: t/JY;'f) < a' III T:J;:;9 III a >, (6.25) 
a,a' 

where the sums are over complete sets of single-particle wavefunctions, a = {n, 1, n. 
A particularly simple form of the one-body density matrix elements is assumed: 

(6.26) 

which is true if the nucleus is viewed as a simple Odt neutron outside a closed 

spherical core. 

Using the Wigner-Eckhart theorem, the reduced matrix elements of the 

isospin operator are 

(6.27) 

Now, the doubly-reduced single-particle matrix elements of eq. (6.25) can be writ

ten 

< a' III T:J;:;g III a >= jJ < a'IIT;:t~lIa >, (6.28) 

where only matrix elements reduced in angular momentum remain to be evaluated. 

Combining eq. (6.12) with eq. (6.24), the formfactor reads 

2 ( ) 1 "" I "" ( To T TO) A mag 2 FT q = 2J. + 1 ~ ~ < JOjTolITJ,T IIJ0jTo > I, 
o J~l odd T=O,l -MTo 0 MTo 

where Ji = JJ = Jo and 1i = TJ = To. This work focuses on 170 which has Jo = ~, 

To = t and MTo = t, hence 
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Using the expression for it;:;t(i) in eq. (6.14) with I'(i) as defined in 

eq. (6.20) and inserting the results for isospin dependence as shown in eq. (6.27), 

the transverse magnetic elastic formfactor of 170 is written 

Fi:(q) = 4; I'n it E lITo < ~j ~IIMJ'J+1 . ull~j ~ > 
J=I,3,5 

-J Jo + 1 < ~j ~IIMJ'J_l . ull~j ~ > 12 , (6.30) 

the matrix elements of which are given in eq. (6.18) in terms of integrals of products 

of single-particle wavefuntions and spherical bessel functions. 

6.3 Wavefunction Effects and the Elastic Magnetic Formractor of 170 

6.3.1 Introduction 

Electron elastic scattering determines the spatial distribution of the charge 

and magnetization density of the nucleus in its ground state [52J. Elastic-charge 

scattering arises from coherent contributions to the charge-density operator and, 

therefore, cannot tell us about the contribution of the individual proton orbits 

to the total charge density. In contrast, elastic magnetic scattering is capable of 

providing information on the radial distribution of valence orbits for both protons 

and neutrons. In particular, a microscopic nuclear theory explanation of the mag

netization data [53, 54J of 170, begins with the simple shell-model picture that the 

entire magnetic cross-section originates from the Odt neutron outside a doubly

closed 160 core. This simple picture is not adequate to explain the entire range in 

q of the data, and many other effects have been examined. 

In spite of this plethora of effects, magnetic electron scattering stands out 

as a relatively clean means of probing fundamental aspects of the strong interac

tion. It was early realized that at high q the highest-order effects are minor in 

this region. This means that individual shell-model orbitals can be obtained from 
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the high q data [52, 55, 56]. The primary purpose of this work is to determine 

from the 170 data, an algebraic radial wave function for the Od~ neutron orbital 

of the independent-particle shell model. To arrive at these results, the finite well, 

proposed by Ginocchio, which allows analytic bound-state and scattering solutions 

[57] is used. The Ginocchio potential is well-suited for nuclear physics applications: 

To an excellent approximation, the parameters can be separately tuned to repro

duce specific features of nuclear-charge formfactors and the Ginocchio potential 

reproduces the charge formfactor of 160 as well as a Woods-Saxon potential does. 

The radial distribution of the Od! orbital in the extreme single-particle model of 
170 has been re-examined, assuming the Ginocchio potential describes the nuclear 

mean field. 

Of those higher-order effects, which are important in the M5 multi pole, 

three-body-force and relativistic effects are neglected, but careful attention is paid 

to meson-exchange currents and the nucleon electromagnetic formfactor. In agree

ment with earlier results [55], it is shown that the set of well parameters fitted to 

charge scattering, which is somehow "averaged" over all the occupied proton orbits 

of 160, does not agree with the parameters which best fit the magnetic scattering of 

a single-valence neutron. The Odt wavefunction of the Ginocchio parameterization 

of the nuclear mean field compares well with the only self-consistent microscopic 

calculation available [58]. A Odt radius is extracted with a smaller uncertainty 

than before because of the use of analytic orbitals and because data at high q have 

become available since the earlier calculations. The obtained radius is about 10% 

larger than that of the most recent Woods-Saxon parameterization; a result which 

has implications for Coulomb-energy differences of mirror-nucleus pairs [59]. 

6.3.2 Formalism 

The evaluation of the transverse formfactor in terms of single-particle 

reduced matrix elements of the multipole operators is well known [60, 61]. As 
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shown in section 6.2.2, the matrix elements are given simply in terms of angular

momentum factors times radial integrals of single-particle wavefunctions [62]. The 

independent-particle shell model is assumed (ie., no configuration mixing) and a 

closed form of single-particle wavefunctions derived from Ginocchio's finite well 

are used. This well and its orbitals are a little complicated, so the original article 

is recommended reading [63] for a description of the general potential. This effort 

employs a limiting case which is finite at the origin and the effective-mass param

eter is set to zero, so that the mass does not depend on the radial coordinate (ie., 

the well is local in each partial wave). The Ginocchio potential is similar in shape 

to a Woods-Saxon potential but it is angular-momentum dependent. Spin-orbit 

splitting is incorporated by having the strength parameters depend on the spin 

alignment relative to the orbital-angular momentum The potential is character

ized by the parameters s, A, and "Ij. The scale parameter s, in units of inverse 

femtometers, defines a dimensionless radial coordinate and effectively determines 

the depth of the potential at the origin for some fixed value of the angular momen

tum, 1, and the orbital-angular momentum, j. The potential is actually a function 

of a dimensionless coordinate y which varies from 0 to 1 as the radial coordinate 

varies from zero to infinity. The shape of the potential is determined by the pa

rameter A which appears in the implicit definition of y. For given values of s and A 

, the spin-orbit parameters "Ij are then fixed by the single-particle binding energies 

in the nucleus. These analytic bound-state wavefunctions, unlike the orbitals of 

the harmonic-oscillator potential, have the correct behavior at large r. They also 

differ at large r from the wavefunctions of the microscopic theory of ref. [58] which 

had Gaussian tails for r~10 fm. 

Because the potential is given as a function of y, it is convenient to use 

y(r) as the independent variable of integration in the radial integrals. The trans

formation to z = In[2/{1 - V)] as the independent variable is helpful numerically 

[65], because of the peaking of the integrands near y=1. There are no problems 
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with granularity in the integrand, as could happen with the usual finite-well solu

tions when the formfactor is evaluated at high-momentum transfer q. For example, 

Woods-Saxon wavefunctions exist only on a finite mesh from numerical integration 

of Schrodinger's equation or as a set of expansion coefficients in a suitable basis. 

The Ginocchio wavefunction is readily available for every value of y, allowing adap

tive techniques to evaluate the required integrals for any desired q. An algorithm 

based upon composite trapezoid sum with cautious Romberg extrapolation [64] is 

used. 

6.3.3 Results 

For orientation, the charge formfactor of 160 is first fit with the values l/s = 
7.75 fm and ,\ = 2.75 and the III;'S appropriate to the three proton single-particle 

energies of 160. There is a rather definite physical significance of each parameter 

for the charge distribution, as noted in ref. [65]. An adjustment in the depth 

of the OPI/2 potential at the origin (obtained by varying s) changes primarily the 

location of the first diffraction minimum and, hence, the size of the calculated 

nucleus. An adjustment of the shape parameter ,\ changes primarily the height of 

the second diffraction maximum. The fit by eye for q ~ 3 fm-1 appears equal in 

quality to earlier fits with Woods-Saxon potentials [66] with parameters from refs. 

[54, 67]. The Woods-Saxon potential's four parameters are: an overall strength 

Vo, a well radius ro, a diffuseness parameter a, and the spin-orbit strength v.o. 
Electric-charge scattering is sensitive to only the two parameters a and the ratio 

Vo/r3 and is virtually independent of v'o [68]. Other experimental probes of the 

nuclear wavefunction are then needed to learn about the remaining parameters of 

the Woods-Saxon potential. 

The 160 Ginocchio well parameters determined by the charge distribution, 

however, yield a very poor representation of the 170 magnetic formfactor. The M5 

contribution at large q > 2.5 fm-1 falls lower than the data, which are taken 
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Figure 6.1: Magnetic formfactor squared of 170 versus momentum transfer. The 
short-dashed curve gives the harmonic-oscillator (b=1. 76 fm) results while the 
dot-dashed curve represents the Ginocchio potential result discussed in this v,'Ork. 
Corrections for neutron finite size, center-of-mass motion and meson-exchange cur
rents are included in both curves. 

from refs. [53], [54], by an order of magnitude. In this respect, the Ginocchio 

potential is no different than the harmonic-oscillator potential [49] nor a Woods

Saxon potential [55]. 

To determine the parameters of the Ginocchio potential which best fit the 

110 data above 2.0 fuel, no quenching of the M5 multipole is assumed (consistent 

with the quenching factor 1.03 ±0.11 found by Hicks [55J and 0.92±0.09 obtained 

in another early analysis [69] ). The best fit to the high q data is shown in fig. 6.1 

as the dash-dot line. It was obtained with the parameters -\ = 2.975 and l/s = 

7.35 fm (corresponding to a well depth at the origin of 50 MeV, or about lO MeV 

greater than the 160 well). The Odt wavefunction of this potential appears as the 

dash-dot line of fig. 6.2; it has a root-mean-square (rms) radius of 3.68 ± 0.04 

fm. The errors associated with the rms radius correspond to an increase in the X2 

per degree of freedom (equals 1.17 in the displayed best fit) from X2 to X2 + 1 

as the input parameters are varied. This is the point-neutron rms radius of the 

Odt wavefunction as corrections for the finite size of the neutron, CM corrections, 
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Figure 6.2: Wavefunctions (squared) for Od! neutron valence orbitals of 170. 
The curves represent the harmonic-oscillator (short dashes), Woods-Saxon (long 
dashes) a Brueckner calculation (solid line), and Ginocchio (dots-dashes) wavefunc
tions. The harmonic-oscillator and Ginocchio wavefunctions were used to obtain 
the magnetic formfactor results presented in fig. 6.1. 

and meson-exchange currents have already been included in the fit. The meson

exchange-current contributions [70] and eM corrections [71] were calculated for a 

harmonic-oscillator wavefunction (b = 1.76 fm). The quality of the description of 

the data by the harmonic-oscillator wavefunction with the same three corrections 

included can be inferred from the short-dashed line of fig. 6.1. 

The point-neutron rms radius of the Od! orbital extracted from the data 

was not affected greatly by small changes in the input. For example, omitting 

the three highest data points gave a rms radius of 3.66 ± 0.04 fm with a lower 

X2 = 0.45 corresponding to well parameters" = 3.025 and l/s = 7.425 fm. A 

center-of-mass correction with a different harmonic-oscillator parameter (b=1. 72) 

gave a rms radius of 3.70 ± 0.04 fm. It was difficult to fit the data when meson

exchange currents were not included in the fit. The best representation was with 

well parameters" = 2.975 and l/s = 7.05 fm corresponding to a rms radius of 
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Figure 6.3: Integrands for the point-neutron rms radius calculation. Curves 
are as in fig. 6.2 short dashes-harmonie-oscillator (rms radius=3.29 fm), long 
dashes-Woods-Saxon (rms radius=3.37 fm) solid-Brueckner calculation (rms 
radius:=:::: 3.5 fm), dots-dashes-Ginocchio wavefunction(rms radius=3.68 fm}. 

3.59 ± 0.04 fm. This was a poor fit with x2 = 3.4; the theoretical curve was below 

the points q = 2.0 - 2.7 fm- l
, 

The finite size of the neutron's magnetization was parameterized by the 

latest information available to us. That is, we combined the Sach's formfactors GE 

obtained from a recent determination of the deuteron-structure function [72] and 

GM from inelastic-electron scattering at higher-momentum transfers [73] to form 

the point-nucleon formfactor, F2(q2), needed in the calculation. This seemingly ad 

hoc parameterization does not differ much, in the momentum range q = 2-3 fm- l
, 

from the Karlsruhe parameterization [74J which was the last modern-dispersion 

relation fit to use all available data subjected to analyticity and unitary constraints. 

The fitted Od, wavefunction is not sensitive to a choice between these two neutron 

formfactors , but an often used dipole (A = 855 MeV) point-nucleon formfactor 

forces a new fit at >. = 2.85 and l/s = 7.15 fm or rms radius of 3.73 ± 0.04 fm. This 

is because the dipole is about 5% higher than the more accurate parameterizations 
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To maintain a good fit to the data, a small change in the shape parameter A 

must be accompanied by a compensating change in l/s. To a good approximation, 

the region of parameter space which fits the data takes the shape of long ellipses 

with major axes along the line (A + 0.7) = (l/s) x 0.5 fm-t. This relationship is 

reminiscent of the "Vo/r3" ambiguity of the Woods-Saxon potential for scattering 

from the charge density, and has the same explanation [68], which we adapt here. 

That is, magnetic-electron scattering from the highest multipole of 170 depends 

upon the amount of intrinsic magnetization, and hence on the wavefunction, at 

a given radius. Thus, for example, if the well (by decreasing l/s) is deepened, 

one must also extend it (by decreasing A) in order to keep the spatial dist.ribution 

of the wavefunction approximately the same. However, in the case of magnetic

electron scattering, this argument can be sharpened by the observation that the 

high q fit is most sensitive to the radial position of the peak of the wavefunction 

[55, 56, 61]. This is easily seen from the relation between the contribution to the 

highest multi pole and the radial wavefunction u=rt/J: 

FM5 ex q 10
00 

u2(r)j4(qr)dr. (6.31) 

At high q , the smaller the r at which the peak of u2 sits, the more support for 

FM5. The single-particle density (ex u2) at very large radius does not significantly 

affect FM5, but this density is heavily weighted at large r in the rms integral. Thus 

it is possible for Odt wavefunctions of two different nuclear-mean fields to both fit 

the data, but have slightly different rIDS radii. 

The wavefunction part u2 of the integrand of eq. (6.31) is illustrated in 

fig. 6.2. The short-dashed (dot-dashed) lines represent the harmonic-oscillator 

(Ginocchio) orbitals which produce the magnetic formfactors of fig. 6.1. For com

parison a Woods-Saxon wavefunction is displayed as long dashes. It was phe

nomenologically successful in a fit to the 160 (d,p) 170 experiment at three ener

gies [67]. The parameters of this Woods-Saxon potential (first line in table 2 of 
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ref. [67]) give a good accounting [54] of the 110 magnetic-scattering formfactor 

if meson-exchange currents are neglected. We recalculated the Od! orbital of the 

Woods-Saxon potential of [67] via an expansion in a harmonic-oscillator basis ac

cording to, for example, the formalism presented in ref. [75]. We thus verified that 

the long dashes of fig. 6.2 do indeed adequately describe the high q data of fig. 6.1 

in agreement with [54]. Our slightly different treatment of the CMcorrection and 

neutron finite size have a negligible effect at this qualitative level of comparison. 

The solid line is the result of a systematic approach (in the context of 

Brueckner theory) to the calculation of self-consistency effects in core plus valence 

nucleon systems [58]. This microscopic Od; wavefunction is underbound by ap

proximately 1.5 MeV compared to experiment (Es/2 + = -4.15 MeV). Therefore, 

for r:510 fm, the long range tail of the "Brueckner" wavefunction falls off slightly 

less rapidly than those of the Woods-Saxon or Ginocchio parameterizations which 

do incorporate ES/ 2 +. After r~10 fm the microscopic wavefunction decays as a 

Gaussian because of the large but still modest harmonic-oscillator basis space 

used to expand the wavefunction. (The harmonic-oscillator orbital has, of course, 

an incorrect Gaussian tail due to the extreme truncation of a harmonic-oscillator 

basis space). Except for this small difference in the binding energy, the two fi

nite well orbitals of fig. 6.2 are in quite good agreement with the best microscopic 

calculation available [58]. 

It is, however, not the tail but the position ofthe peak of u2(r) which de

termines the high q behavior of the magnetic formfactor. The Woods-Saxon orbital 

peaks at a smaller value of r than the other three orbitals shown in fig. 6.2. This 

follows from eq. (6.31) : The orbital must peak at smaller r to fit the data because 

the Fourier-Bessel transform does not include the additive (positive) contribution 

from meson-exchange-currents which were included in the harmonic-oscillator and 

Ginnocchio-potential fits. If the Woods-Saxon orbital had been refit in the same 

way as the latter two orbitals, it would have peaked at nearly the same place. On 

the other hand, if one weights u2(r) by r2, one has the rms integrand plotted in 
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fig. 6.3. A comparison of fig. 6.2 and fig. 6.3 shows clearly the major difference 

between a Woods-Saxon and a Ginocchio Od§. orbital to be, not in the location of 
:I 

the peak, but on the large r side of the peal{. It is not surprising that the rms 

radius of a Ginocchio orbital fit to the data is larger than that of a Woods-Saxon 

fit. Indeed this is the case: the best fit Ginocchio orbital has a point-rms radius 

of 3.68 ± 0.04 fm which is about 6-10% larger than comparable Woods-Saxon 

radii. Those point-nucleon radii in the literature which also include the three (fi

nite nucleon size, CM motion, and meson-exchange current) corrections in the fit 

to the data are: 3.49 ± 0.09 fm [55], 3.35 ± 0.03 fm [69], and 3.46 fm [54]. (The 

values 3.36 fm of [54] and 3.37 fm obtained by us, have been scaled to roughly 

account for meson-exchange current corrections.) Alternatively, one could take 

the point of view that meson-exchange current corrections are nearly cancelled by 

core-polarization effects so one should leave them out for a better estimate. This 

cancellation is most easily seen in fig. 6.2 of ref. [50]. It is being studied further 

[76]. This procedure, advocated in ref. [54], yields the smaller rms radii: 3.39 ± 
0.09 fm [55], 3.36 fm [54], and 3.59 ± 0.04 of the present investigation. Again the 

best fit Ginocchio orbital has a point-rms radius which is about 7% larger than 

comparable Woods-Saxon radii. 

The results to this stage raise the issue of whether the Ginocchio wave

function is physically acceptable since it has a somewhat larger radial extension 

than those of the traditional Woods-Saxon well. The full test of the usefulness of 

Ginocchio's potential in nuclear physics must come from a variety of experimen

tal probes, such as those of refs. [69, 67]. At the moment, there is evidence of 

its successful description of scattering from the charge densities of I:1C [65], 160 

(this work and [77]), and 208Pb [57], and the magnetization density of 170 (this 

work). In addition, the B(E2) electromagnetic transition rates of 160 are quite 

well reproduced by a large shell-model calculation with the Ginocchio-potential 

wavefunctions [77J. 
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We close by briefly commenting on the comparison of binding-energy dif

ferences of mirror nuclei (such as l70_17F) with calculated electromagnetic effects 

[59]). The binding-energy difference should mainly be determined by the direct 

Coulomb interaction of the odd nucleon with the core. Many other correction 

terms modify this direct Coulomb-interaction contribution only slightly. The to

tal calculated electromagnetic-energy differences in light mirror pair (A:541) are 

about 5-7% smaller than experimental measured values [59, 78]. This "Okamoto

Nolen-Schiffer anomaly" has often been characterized by the rms radius of the 

odd nucleon-the larger the rms radius, the smaller the direct Coulomb interaction. 

Experience gained from shell-model calculations with Woods-Saxon potentials in

dicate a nearly linear dependence between the value of the valence-orbit rms radius 

and the Coulomb-energy difference. Increasing the rms radius of the odd nucleon 

by 2% results in a 1 % decrease of the theoretical direct Coulomb-energy differ

ence [79]. A similar trend (but with different numbers) has been obtained with 

single-particle wavefunctions deduced from Hartree-Fock calculations [80,81]. If i) 

this linear dependence upon the rms radius also holds for the Ginocchio orbitals, 

and ii) they provide a correct description of 170, then the Okamoto-Nolen-Schiffer 

anomaly can be estimated for the A=17 pair by interpolation of the results of table 

4 of ref. [79]. The anomaly then increases from 310 keY of table 6 (quoted, for 

example in the third of refs. [82]) to 420 keY or about 35% over Woods-Saxon 

estimates for the A=17 pair. (If one does not correct the data for meson-exchange

current contributions the finite-size rms radius of the Ginocchio orbital is 3.68 fm, 

and one estimates a discrepancy of 360 keY or 15% more than the Woods-Saxon 

estimate). More work is needed to substantiate the assumptions i) and ii). 

6.3.4 Conclusion 

In conclusion, we have successfully described the 170 magnetic formfactor 

at high q by orbitals of a finite well which are available in closed form. The Od5/ 2 
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Ginocchio wavefunction has a point-rms radius of 3.68 ± 0.04 fm. This radius is 

about 6-10% higher than that of Woods-Saxon orbitals which describe the same 

data. Yet, both finite-well orbital results bracket the one obtained from a micro

scopic Brueckner calculation of 110. If one assumes that the Ginocchio potential 

provides a good description of the mean field of the nucleus, two conclusions can be 

drawn from this result: i) the determination of rms radii of valence-nucleon radial 

waveCunctions from magnetic-electron scattering is more model-dependent than 

previously realized, and ii) the Nolen-Schiffer anomaly may be underestimated by 

current calculations. A need for further experience with this interesting potential 

is suggested by these results. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Conclusion 

In general, the problem involving A nucleons, which interact with each other 

through many-body forces, is infinitely large and has no exact solution. In order to 

do a shell-model calculation one restricts the basis space to include a finite, number 

of basis states. Through effective interaction theory, one takes into account the 

effect of all the processes outside the model space through a perturbation-series 

expansion in powers of the Brueckner reaction matrix. The series is very difficult 

to compute beyond just the first few orders and it has also been shown to diverge. 

Another major problem with the theory is that the Brueckner reaction matrix is 

dependent on the starting energy as well as on the choice of single-particle basis 

for the calculation. 

We have calculated the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction by use of a 

free two-body nucleon-nucleon potential, the Reid soft-core potential. So-called 

no-core model spaces have been employed in which all particles in a given nucleus 

are active particles and contribute to the calculation. This minimizes the number 

of higher-order diagrams that need to be included in the perturbation expansion 

of the reaction matrix, since hole states no longer exist. 

In chapter 3, we have explicitly removed spurious center-of-mass motion 

from the nuclear Hamiltonian. The use of the standard Hamiltonian consisting of 

a kinetic-energy term plus a nucleon-nucleon potential term, has been compared 

with the choice of a Hamiltonian from which the center-of-mass component of the 

kinetic-energy operator has been removed. The differences in the spectra of 160 
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and 170, due to omitting the center-of-mass kinetic-energy term and treating the 

resulting relative kinetic-energy part as part of the two-body interaction, take the 

form of a positive additive shift of the spectrum away from the ground state, and 

are of the order of 20-25%. These effects merit a more extensive study, where 

one, for example, includes the relative kinetic-energy component along with the 

nulceon-nucleon interaction in the calculation of the Brueckner reaction matrix as 

done in chapter 5. 

In chapter 4, we studied the convergence properties of using a no-core Pauli 

operator in the calculation of the effective shell-model interaction. All particles of a 

particular nucleus are treated as valence particles, so that the effective interaction is 

diagonalized in the entire model space. All higher-order processes in the Brueckner 

reaction matrix, including hole-state diagrams vanish. The results for the nucleus 

4He, indicate that the no-core method produces the sought for effects: 1) A simple 

form of the effective interaction and 2) a trend towards convergence of the binding 

energy as a function of increasing no-core space size. The values of the binding 

energy and of the root-mean-square radius of 4He are in good agreement with 

experimental values. The no-core approach applied to the much larger nucleus of 
180 shows a slower convergence of the binding energy with increasing size of the no

core model space. Because the effective Hamiltonian in this case is diagonalized in 

a model space smaller than the one for which the effective interaction is calculated, 

the lowest-order calculation for 180 is underbound compared to the experimental 

value. By including the second-order diagrams, the interaction is appropriate for 

the valence-model space used, and the binding energy is close to the experimental 

result (with the right choice of w). The results using the second-order diagrams 

seem to converge faster. 

A similari ty transformation of the Hamiltonian, leading to a starting energy

independent result for the effective interaction, is the main focus of chapter 5. By 

use of no-core reaction matrices, the Q-box has been calculated exactly in the two

particle representation. This Q-box used in the iteration procedure put forth by 
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Zheng, Vary and Barrett, sums the folded diagrams to all orders and, hence, yields 

matrix elements of the effective interaction that converge rapidly as a function of 

number of iterations needed and are starting-energy independent. 

Shell-model calculations, in which the relative kinetic-energy operator is 

included explicitly in the nuclear Hamiltonian, yield for the deuteron binding en

ergy 2.221 and 2.221 MeV, in the 0 and 3 spaces, respectively. The 0 space result 

is exact and the 3 space result is in good agreement with experiment showing that 

for a two-particle calculation our treatment of the kinetic-energy operator and the 

Lee-Suzuki iteration procedure produce the correct results. 

In chapter 6, we have successfully described the 170 magnetic formfactor 

at high-momentum transfer by orbitals of the Ginocchio potential. The extreme 

single-particle wavefunction for 170 in the Ginocchio well yields a point root-mean

square radius of 3.68 ± 0.04 fm. This radius is about 6-10% higher than that of 

Woods-Saxon orbitals which describe the same data. Yet, the results for the root

mean-square radius for both finite-well orbitals bracket the one obtained from a 

microscopic Brueckner calculation of 170. If one assumes that the Ginocchio po

tential provides a good description of the mean field of the nucleus, two conclusions 

can be drawn from this result: i) the determination of rms radii of valence nucleon 

radial wavefunctions from magnetic-electron scattering is more model-dependent 

than previously realized, and ii) the Nolen-Schiffer anomaly may be underesti

mated by current calculations. A need for further experience with the Ginocchio 

potential is suggested by these results. 

In summary, utilizing the no-core Pauli operator in two-body effective 

theory yields a simple expression for the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction and 

diminishes the problem of divergence in the perturbation-series expansion in the 

Brueckner reaction matrix. The perturbative inclusion of the relative kinetic

energy operator in the nuclear Hamiltonian showed a sizeable effect on nuclear 

spectra. As the size of the no-core space is increased shell-model calculations 
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indicate convergence of nuclear properties. The use of the Lee-Suzuki iteration 

procedure combined with our treatment of the spurious center-of-mass motion 

in the calculation of the effective Hamiltonian, yields converged, starting-energy 

independent and exact results for the deuteron. 

In the future, with the use of computers with larger memory and disk 

space, no-core methods can be applied to ls0d and lpOf shell nuclei, with diag

onalization in the full space with no restrictions on the intermediate-state excita

tions. 
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APPENDIX A 

Derivation of the Bethe-Goldstone Equation 

The goal of this appendix is to rewrite the matrix elements of the nucleon

nucleon interaction, V, in terms of the Brueckner reaction matrix, G, and the 

corresponding unperturbed wavefunctions I tP'ff: >, which do not vanish at small 

distances, r, and, hence, will produce finite matrix elements for a hard core, V. 

The unperturbed wavefunction is defined as the two-particle wavefunction which 

does not "feel" the effect of the residual two-body nucleon-nucleon interaction. 

The unperturbed two-body Schrodinger equation is given by 

(Ho - EOi) I tP~f >= 0, (A.1) 

where the EOi are the unperturbed two-particle eigenenergies. The perturbed wave

function is defined as the two-particle wavefunction which is influenced by both 

the perturbed and the unperturbed part of the interaction. In order to get finite 

matrix elements of the nucleon-nucleon interaction, the following operator identity 

is used 

(A.2) 

where I tlJlP > is the perturbed two-particle state. This leads to the equation 

< tP~f I G I tP~J >=< tP'ff: I V I tfJr > . (A.3) 

The wavefunction, I tlJr >, "heals" to I ifJ~J > at large distances due to the Pauli 

principle and the short range of the force, as shown in fig. A.!. 

If the operator n relates the unperturbed and the perturbed wavefunctions 

in the following manner 

(A.4) 
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Figure A.I: The perturbed, t/J2P, and unperturbed, t/l2p, two-particle states in the 
presence of a hard-core potential. 

then from eq. (A.3) 

< t/J'ti: 1 G 1 t/J~: >=< t/J'ti: 1 VO 1 t/J~: > . (A.5) 

The perturbed wavefunction can be expanded as a sum over the unperturbed 

wavefunctions, such that 

1 t/lJP >= E aji 1 t/J'ti: >=1 t/J~: > + E aji 1 t/J'ti: >, 

where the normalization is 

i i~j 

< J.2p 1 .1.2p >_ c .. 
'f'Oi 'f'j - VI" 

(A.6) 

(A.7) 

The fact that 1 t/l]P > is not a scattered wavefunction, but a bound-state wave

function, and that 

(A.S) 

i.e., heals, as r -+ 00, implies that 

< tP'ti: 1 Ho + V - Ej 1 t/lr >= 0, i f: j. (A.9) 

Combined with eq. (A.6), this leads to 

(A.I0) 
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Hence, an expression for the coefficients aij can be obtained from eq. (A.I0), with 

which the perturbed two-particle waverunction can be rewritten as 

.I.~P = ..J.2~ + ~ 1 ¢~f > < ¢~f 1 V 1 ¢r > 
'1/) '1'0) L.i (E. _ EO) • 

i¢j ) i 

The two-body Pauli projection operator is defined as 

Q2P == L: 1 ¢~f >< ¢~ >, 
i¢j 

(A.11) 

(A.12) 

which in combination with eq. (A.11) and eq. (A.9) leads to an iterative expression 

for 0: 
Q2P 

o = 1 + Ej _ H
o 
YO. (A.13) 

When this expression is substituted into eq. (A.5) and w = Ej, i. e., G is calculated 

on the energy shell, the following result is obtained: 

Q2p 

G= V+V R G. 
w- ° (A.14) 

This is the algebraic expression for the infinite sum of two-particle ladder diagrams, 

which defines G. Finally, the perturbed wavefunction, eq. (A.6), can be written as 

Q2P 
1 tfJr >=1 ¢~~ > + (w _ H

o
) VI ?/Jr >, (A.15) 

which is known as the Bethe-Goldstone equation. 
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APPENDIX B 

Pair Truncation for Rotational Nuclei: A j = 121 Model. 

B.1 Preliminary Considerations 

An unresolved problem in nuclear structure is that of finding a shell-model 

truncation scheme which includes the states capable of describing nuclear collective 

motion in a basis of manageable size. This is motivated in part by interest in the 

microscopic description of macroscopic-nuclear phenomena, such as rotations and 

vibrations. However, the ability to perform realistic calculations for heavy nuclei 

would also further the investigation of such fundamental physical problems as 

double-,B decay and the non-conservation of symmetries. 

The phenomenological success of the Interacting Boson Model (IBM), 

which describes nuclei with 2n valence nulceons as systems of n scalar (s) and 

quadrupole (d) bosons [83], suggests that these degrees of freedom could repre

sent those of importance in nuclear structure. A possible interpretation is the 

correspondence of Otsuka, Arima, Iachello and Talmi, in which the bosons repre

sent scalar (8) and quadrupole (D) nucleon pairs [84]. This approach, known as 

the OAI method, need not be regarded merely as a prescription for obtaining pa

rameters to be used in IBM calculations, but as a shell-model truncation scheme, 

inspired by the IBM. However, the extent to which low-energy nuclear states can 

indeed be constructed using only these pairs has yet to be conclusively determined. 

The present work concerns rotational motion, for which intrinsic states are already 

known to give a natural description; the rationale for investigating a pair descrip

tion is the goal of finding a unified description of both vibrational and rotational 
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states. 

Many different conclusions have been drawn from previous work, ranging 

from apparently successful applications of the SD scheme to claims that J = 4 

(G)-pair content is high even in the lowest levels: The former typically consists of 

comparing with data the results of an IBM calculation using parameters obtained 

by evaluating matrix elements of a shell-model Hamiltonian in the low-seniority 

part of the SD subspace [85] - [87]. On the other hand, the early opinion [84] 

that the scheme would not be useful in systems where seniority is not conserved 

has been reinforced by studies of pair structure in intrinsic states optimized for 

realistic Hamiltonians [88, 89], where pairs of higher spin, in particular J = 4, play 

an important role. 

However, with regard to the applications of the OAI mapping, it is not 

known whether the data would be correctly reproduced in a full shell-model cal

culation for which the Hamiltonian used is supposed to be appropriate. While 

this is precisely the type of application for which the scheme is intended, at this 

stage the results are not conclusive in that: (i) Errors may be due to either the 

SD truncation or to the shell-model interaction, and indeed an apparently correct 

result could be due to some fortuitous cancellation of errors. (ii) States outside 

the SD subspace are not investigated; this is critical in that if such states would 

occur in an energy region lower that that of any experimental candidates, then 

the shell-model Hamiltonian used, and so the whole study, would be invalidated. 

Such uncertainties concerning the physical relevance of the SD subspace can be 

eliminated in studies of model systems for which exact calculations may be per

formed, with of course the corresponding disadvantage that one may not have all 

the critical elements of a realistic system. We argue that calculations for realistic 

nuclei, and for exactly solvable model systems, are both necessary to determine 

the extent of validity of the OAI correspondence. 

With regard to the intrinsic state calculations, these states contain levels 
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with angular momenta beyond the range of the IBM that cannot be constructed 

with S and D pairs, their presence lowering the SD content and, hence, under

estimating this for the low-J levels. Again such uncertainty may be resolved by 

constructing states with good angular momentum. 

Even for exactly solvable systems, an ambiguity surrounds calculations 

where only observables, such as energies, are evaluated; a difference between values 

for a model state and the level to which it is assigned could be due to the effects of 

small admixtures from outside the chosen subspace, or to the model state in fact 

describing a totally different level. Renormalization would be appropriate in the 

first case, but not in the second. Thus it is important to ascertain the degrees of 

freedom of primary importance for each eigenstate. 

It is commonly believed that the SD subspace has comparable relevance 

to all low-energy levels including those in both the ground and excited bands [85]

[87,90]. However some studies for 20Ne (ref. [91]) and 166Gd (ref. [92]) have shown 

that this may not always be the case, with an excited band not being accurately 

reproduced using the pairs optimized for the ground state. We believe that it 

is important to determine whether this result represents a general feature. With 

regard to the 156Gd calculations, we note that, as already remarked, conclusions 

based on comparisons of spectra give ambiguous information on the nature of the 

states, and that direct investigations of calculated eigenstates should be used where 

possible, as in this appendix. 

Many applications of boson-fermion mapping procedures have been made 

to systems consisting of a single j shell [93]-[95]. Such model spaces do not afford 

a realistic description of actual collective nuclei; of particular relevance to the 

investigation of the OAI scheme is a possible greater emphasis on the role of higher

spin pairs, in the sense that there is only a single pair for each anguler momentum, 

while in more realistic multi-j spaces, there are relatively more with low spin. 

Nevertheless, some of the effects believed to be important in rotational motion, 
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such as mixing of seniority, can certainly be induced by the imposition of a suitable 

Hamiltonian. Indeed, Hamiltonians of the quadrupole-quadrupole type produce 

spectra which can be readily interpreted in terms of rotational bands. In addition to 

single j-shells tests of mapping procedures via comparisons of spectra, an eigenstate 

study of the type to be described here had previously been performed for a j = 123 

shell [96, 97], with the conclusion that the ground-state band levels that fall within 

the range of the IBM (J :5 2n) do lie almost entirely within the S D subspace. 

However, in that system there are no low-spin excited bands for which to investigate 

the structure of' such bands, previously discussed. In contrast, the system to be 

discussed here, j = 1;, possesses a well-defined K = 2 band, and is also sufficiently 

large that is is meaningful to investigate the role of G-pairs. 

The OAI correspondence between boson and fermion pairs is summarized 

in section B.2. In section B.3, the validity of the SD and SDG descriptions for 

low-lying bands is examined for a j = 1; shell by direct comparison with the 

eigenstates of a quadrupole-quadrupole Hamiltonian; the corresponding energy 

spectra are also represented. 

B.2 Pair-Based Truncation Schemes 

B.2.1 The Interacting Boson Model 

The IBM treats nuclei with 2n nucleons as systems of n bosons with angular 

momenta 0 (3) and 2 (d), giving a U(6) algebra whose subgroup chains can each 

be associated with a particular regime of collective motion [83]: 

U(6) ::> U(5) ::> SO(5) ::> SO(3)(vibrational) (B.l) 

U(6) ::> SO(6) ::> 8095) ::> 80(3)(1 80ft) (B.2) 
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U(6) :J SU(3) :J SO(3)(axially symmetric rotor). (B.3) 

Extending the model space to include in addition bosons with angular 

momentum 4 (g) gives a U(15) algebra whose subgroups include [98] 

U(15) :J U(l) x [U(5) :J SO(5) :J SO(3)] x [U(9) :J SO(9) :J SO(3)] :J SO(3), 

(BA) 

U(15) :J SU(3) ::> SO(3), (B.5) 

where eq. (BA) describes a basis, where states are classified according to the num

ber of s, d, and 9 bosons, and eq. (B.5) describes a rotational-band classification, 

which differs qualitatively from that in eq. (B.3) by the appearance of low-lying 

bands with K = 1 and 3, and also by the extension of corresponding bands. 

B.2.2 Boson Shell-Model State Correspondence 

For a single j-shell of identical nucleons, the only classification scheme which 

conserves angular momentum is [99] 

U(2j + 1) :J Sp(2j + 1) ::> SU(2). (B.6) 

A possible interpretation of the s, d (and g) bosons is that they represent J = 0, 2 

(S, D), [and J = 4 (G)] nucleon pairs [84] 

st --+ st = Ato 

w here for a single j shell 

(B.7) 

(B.8) 

(B.9) 

(B.I0) 
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and P is a projection operator onto states of highest seniority, eliminating the need 

for explicit orthogonalization for many states. Thus 

I 3n-nd-nfJ,tf'd(-rdJd),gnfJ(;gJg)j J > 

--+1 pn, tJ = 2[nd -I- ng][Dnd (";d" Jd), anll (";g" Jg)]j J > (B.ll) 

where; represents all additional labels needed to completely specify a state, and 

explicit orthogonalizatrion and normalization has been performed when required. 

The classification scheme appropriate to the boson states in eq. (B.ll) is 

that of eq. (BA) with a restriction to the U(5) chain ofthe standard 3d boson model 

(eq. (B.I)) corresponding to setting ng = O. However, shell-model analogues of any 

combinations of boson states, say those classified according to SU(3)([eqs. (B.3) 

and (B.5)) may be obtained using the boson SU(3) to U(5) or SU(3) to U(5) x 

U(9) transformation coefficients as appropriate on both sides of the correspondence 

(eq. (B.ll)). 

B.3 Application to a j = 127 Shell with H = -Q.Q 

B.3.1 The Full Shell-Model Calculation 

A model system of identical nucleons in a single j = 1; shell allows an exact 

calculation but is capable of providing rotational-like spectra. Rotational motion 

is generally associated with a quadrupole-quadrupole interaction [100], inducing 

the effect of a nuclear-quadrupole deformation; we choose 

H= -Q.Q (B.12) 

where 

(B.13) 

The resulting spectra, obtained using the Oxford-Buenos Aires shell-model 

code OXBASH [34], indeed display sequences of levels that can be grouped into 
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Figure B.I: Energy spectrum for six identical nucleons in a j = 1; shell with 
H = -Q. Q (see text), spectra corresponding to a restriction to SDG, and to 
SD, pairs. 
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rotational bands. In this appendix a detailed analysis of the six-particle system 

(n = 3) is presented. The corresponding spectrum of levels with J ~ 16 in the 

three lowest bands is shown on the left of fig. B.l above E = -2.80 units, many 

other levels occur and these are not shown. The levels shown appear to form 

rotational bands with K = 0, 12, and 2, which can be understood from a Nilsson 

diagram [101] and indicate oblate deformation. 

The Hamiltonian (eq. (B.12)) is capable of mixing seniority, and analysis 

of the eigenstates reveals that this generally occurs. 

B.3.2 Results for the SD and SDG Subspaces 

Pair Content of the Low-Energy Eigenfunctions 

table The numbers of states for each angular momentum (J ~ 12) in the full 

j = 127 shell-model space and the SD and the SDG pair subspaces are compared 

J 
Space 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
(~ )!l 8 4 16 14 26 21 34 28 37 33 40 33 41 

(SDG)3 7 2 11 7 13 6 10 4 5 2 2 1 
(SD)3 3 3 1 2 1 

Table B.l: Number of six-particle states in the full j = 127 space, and in the SDG 
and SD subspaces, for each value of the angular momentum J ~ 12. 

in table B.l. It is seen that the SD subspace accounts for only a small fraction of 

the full basis space, while for low angular momentum the SDG subspace exhausts 

a significant fraction. 

The suitability of the pair subspaces for describing the low-energy rota

tional motion can be measured by the extent to which the corresponding eigenstates 

lie within these subspaces. The SD and SDG fractions of each level (J ~ 12) in 
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J 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 

SDG 1.000 0.999 0.981 0.916 0.761 0.445 0.139 
SD 0.969 0.945 0.867 0.627 
(60) 0.947 0.944 0.863 0.627 
(22) 0.003 0.001 0.004 
(00) 0.019 

Table B.2: SDG and SD occupancies, and SU(3) decomposition of the SD con
tent, for levels in the ground (K = 0) band. 

the ground (K = 0) and K = 2 bands fig. B.1 are shown in table B.2 and table 

B.3. It is seen that these two bands give very different results: 

The low-spin ground-band levels are well described by the SD subspace. 

Note that the small improvements obtained by adding G pairs correspond to a sub

space which is larger by a factor of around 3--4. It is clear that the SD components 

are the most important for describing these levels. For higher spin (J > 6) the S D 

subspace is, of course, not relevant; however, for these levels even the addition of 

G pairs does not allow a good description, and the continuous decrease in S DG 

occupancy can be contrasted with the reasonable fractions exhausted by the SD 

subspace up to its maximum spin (J = 6). 

The low-spin K = 2 band levels do not lie predominantly within the S D 

subspace. For these eigenstates, the addition of G pairs is necessary for the pair

based truncation to be reasonable. 

J 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 

SDG 0.995 0.958 0.962 0.945 0.785 0.658 0.338 0.081 0.086 0.060 
SD 0.576 0.497 0.240 0.146 
(60) 0.000 0.001 0.146 
(22) 0.576 0.497 0.239 

Table B.3: SDG and SD occupancies, and SU(3) decomposition of the SD con
tent, for levels in the K = 2 band. 
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sn and sna Spectra 

We now use the degrees of freedom investigated in section B.3.2 to calculate 

energy spectra. This will indicate how the errors in overlaps are related to the 

errors in energies. Spectra for each subspace are obtained by simply diagonalizing 

the appropriate submatrix of the shell-model Hamiltonian ( the "bare" interaction). 

The errors then indicate the extent of renormalization that would be required to 

compensate for the inadequacy of the chosen restrictions. 

Spectra appropriate for restriction to the sna and sn subspaces are 

shown in fig. B.1 alongside the exact results. At the qualitative level, the rotational 

nature of the exact calculation is seen to be preserved; sets of levels corresponding 

to rotational bands with [( = 0 and 2 are apparent in both truncated calculations, 

although the [( = 12 band is, of course, not present either. Quantitatively, the 

band head energies are well reproduced, excepting that of the [( = 2 band in the 

SD calculation. However, there are significant errors in the moments of inertia 

for both subspaces. The binding energies, excitation enrgies of the [( = 2 band, 

aand effective moments of inertia obtained by fitting to the levels with J :5 4 are 

presented in table BA. It is seen that the deviations are correlated to the results 

presented in tables B.2 and B.3 and that the errors in the moment of inertia are 

much larger than those for the wavefunctions. 

Exact SDa SD 
-E(O) 3.702 3.702 3.631 
E(2)* 0.727 0.736 1.063 
/(0) 99.2 71.5 3904 
/(2) 120.7 74.5 15.1 

Table BA: Binding energies, [( = 2 excitation energies, and effective moments of 
inertia for the J :5 4 members of the [( = 0 and 2 bands, for exact, SDa and SD 
calculations. 
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B.3.3 SU(3) Symmetry in the SD Subspace 

Squared overlaps of the shell-model eigenstates with the SD subspaces defined 

by the sd IBM SU(3) subgroup are displayed in table B.2 and table B.3 below the 

total SD content. The (60) representation exhausts the SD component of the 

ground band, and thus gives a good description of the lowest eigenvectors in the 

exact calculation. Similarly, the (22) representation also exhausts the (smaller) SD 

components of the K = 2 band. Thus the SU(3) "symmetry", which corresponds 

only to a particular mixing of seniority, is seen to have some validity, as for j = 123 

[96], although there is no shell-model SU(3) algebra. 

B.4 Conclusions 

The suitability of the SD pair approach to rotational motion has been 

investigated for a model system consisting of six identical particles in a j = I,} 
shell interacting through a quadrupole force. That such a model is a reasonable 

one with which to study rotational motion is suggested by the clear appearance 

of rotational bands and by the strong mixing of the shell-model seniority. This 

calculation differs from most other investigations of pair construction for exactly 

solvable models [93] - [95] in that the content of the relevant pair subspaces in 

the rotational eigenstates has been explicitly considered in order to identify the 

degrees of freedom which constitute their major "building blocks" and those which 

are not of primary importance but do significantly perturb the spectrum. 

In this model calculation, it is found that S and D pairs allow an accurate 

construction of the ground-band eigenstates for which such a description is possible 

(J $ 2n), and clearly form a reasonable set of building blocks for these levels. 

States including in addition G pairs are much less important for J $ 2n, and 

are also of limited relevance for larger values of J ($ 4n), since high occupancies 

do not extend out to this limit. Indeed, it is interesting to contrast the high 
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overlaps for the S D subspace out to its maximum angular momentum with the 

steady decrease in relevance of the SDG subspace. However, the eigenstates of the 

K = 2 band, even those of low angular momentum, are not well described by S 

and D pairs alone; here the addition of states involving also G pairs allows a much 

more accurate construction. This result may be influenced by the overemphasis 

of higher-spin pairs in a single j-shell calculation, the existence of many Sand 

D pairs in more realistic shell-model spaces providing an opportunity for greater 

dominance. 

Although pairs with J < 2 are not major constituent~ of the low-spin 

ground-band levels, the small admixtures do carry a significant contribution to 

energies (relative to the mean-level spacing) as shown by the SD-subspace spec

trum. Similarly, pairs with J < 4 appear to be important in describing the low-spin 

K = 2 level energies. Nevertheless, these low-spin pairs constitute a useful set of 

degrees of freedom for the description of the rotational motion of lower members 

of the ground and K = 2 bands, and thus form a possible basis for a truncated 

calculation; the significant effects of other pairs on the spectrum would seem to 

be a reasonable target for perturbation theory. In contrast, renormalization would 

not be appropriate for shifting the energy of, say, the SDG J = 12 state closer 

to that of the ground-band level; the smallness of the overlap between the two 

states (tables B.2 and B.3) indicates that the model state is in fact describing 

some combination of other levels rather than the eigenstate, which must then have 

a different structure. 

The result for the ground band is counter to the view that the S D pair ap

proach is not relevant when seniority is mixed [84],[88], supporting the arguments, 

summarized in section B.I , that this need not be the case. We also note in this 

context the apparently successful applications of OAI to nuclei which, although 

not strongly deformed, do indicate breaking of seniority [85] - [87]. 

The result for the K = 2 band is of particular interest given the recent 
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suggestions that excited (f3) bands can be intruders into the space corresponding 

to low-spin pairs optimized for the ground band [91,92]. Here the excited (K = 2) 

band levels are indeed not well described by the SD degree of freedom, although 

in contrast to the 156Gd calculations [92], in the present example the description is 

significantly improved on the addition of G pairs rather than S' pairs, there being 

only a single pair of each spin in a single j shell. These conclusions from a range 

of different systems all suggest that models based on single types of Sand D pairs 

[83], [90] may not in fact include the degrees of freedom appropriate for describing 

shape excitations in nuclei. 

The validity of the boson SU(3) in the ground-band levels reveals an SU(3) 

symmetry "latent" in the shell model, although there is no SU(3) algebra in the 

shell model itself. This appearance of symmetries realized with appropriately de

fined "collective modes", in this case bosons mapped from S and D pairs, is one 

of the major motivations for this type of work. It also suggests that studies of 

rotational motion restricted to shell-model systems with an explicit SU(3) algebra 

[90], [102], are unnecessarily limited. The appearance of an SU(3) symmetry in 

the OAI microscopic calculation for a situation in which SU(3) would have been 

expected phenomenologically adds support to the use of this approach. 

Finally we again stress that performing an exact calculation has enabled 

us to obtain unambiguous results concerning the nature of the low-energy states. 

If instead we had simply performed an SD subspace calculation (as in refs. [85] 

- [87], [93] - [95]), giving only the energy spectra in fig. B.1, we would not have 

known whether the significant errors were due to the influence of small admixtures 

to the chosen states (as for the ground band) or to the dominance of different 

degrees of freedom (as for the K = 2 band). Analysis such as this determines the 

validity of a renormalization approach. 
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